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Abstract

This thesis describes the optical characterization of waveguide semiconductor electroabsorbers with an InGaAsP multi-quantum well heterostructure. The investigations have focused on applying the electroabsorbers as electroabsorption modulators or as saturable absorbers. The components have been manufactured within the Danish research council sponsored SCOOP-programme (Semiconductor COmponents for Optical signal Processing) in collaboration with the Danish company GiGA-An Intel Company. The focus of the SCOOP-programme is to develop new semiconductor components for optical signal processing in telecommunication systems.

Both the amplitude and phase transfer functions of electroabsorption modulators as function of reverse bias and wavelength, are measured using a heterodyne detection technique. With this information, the bias and wavelength dependent \( \alpha_H \)-parameter is calculated and so is the electroabsorption modulator response to a 10 Gb/s modulation of the bias. It is concluded that operation close to the absorption edge is advantageous both chirp-wise and with respect to lowering the drive voltage. This however comes at the expense of a higher insertion loss. A comparison between a component with 10 shallow quantum wells and a component with 5 deep quantum wells shows that the shallow 10 quantum wells component is preferable with respect to chirp, extinction ratio and potentially also the insertion loss. Calculations of the refractive index change confirms the measurements and show, that the fabricated electroabsorption modulators can generate high quality pulses for optical fiber transmission.

The all-optical wavelength conversion and demultiplexing capabilities of the electroabsorbers, when operated as saturable absorbers, are investigated using femtosecond laser pulses in an amplitude and phase sensitive heterodyne pump-probe experiment. It is shown that the absorption can be bleached effectively by optical generation of carriers. The absorption recovery is measured as a function of pump pulse energy and reverse bias applied to the component and
it is shown that a 10 ps switching window with 9.6 dB of extinction ratio can be realized. The sign of the refractive index change, induced by optical generation of carriers in the active region, is seen to depend both on the optical power and on the reverse bias applied to the saturable absorber. The trends of the observed refractive index dynamics are explained from a combination of band filling and field screening. It is concluded, that for the right bias and wavelength it is possible to wavelength convert into negatively chirped pulses.
Resumé

Denne afhandling beskriver optiske undersøgelser af halvleder elektroabsorbere med bølgeleder geometri. Komponenternes optisk aktive del er en InGaAsP kvantebrøndsstruktur. Undersøgelserne har fokuseret på anvendelsen af elektroabsorbere som elektroabsorptionsmodulatorer eller som mætbare absorbere. Komponenterne er blevet udviklet under det danske forskningsråds sponsorerede SCOOP-program (Semiconductor COmponent for Optical Signal Processing) i samarbejde med det danske firma GiGA-An Intel Company. SCOOP-programmets målsætning er at udvikle nye halvlederkomponenter til optisk signal processering i telekommunikations systemer.


Mulighederne for rent-optisk bølgelængdekonvertering og demultipleksing i mætbare absorbere undersøges ved brug af femtosekund laserpulse i et amplitude- og fasefølsomt pumpe-probe eksperiment. Det vises, at absorptionen kan mættes effektivt ved optisk at generere ladeningsbæree i den aktive del af komponenten. Absorptions dynamikken er målt som funktion af pumpe pulse energien samt spændingen over komponenten og det bliver vist at et 10 ps transmissions vindue med 9.6 dB i kontrastforhold kan realiseres. Den pumpe inducerede re-
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The explosive growth of data traffic in communication networks during the past two decades has forced hardware producers to look for new high-speed solutions. An endless list of services has been provided to the customers, ranging from "old fashioned" voice transfer to live picture broadcast from single customers. At the moment, download speeds are fast enough to stream radio, download short movie clips, have a reasonable two-way audio communication and a low quality visual communication. To provide this to end users, the backbone network has a 10 Gb/s base rate. The backbone is optical whereas the access network is still electrical. The need for electric-to-optic (E/O) converters is obvious. Fast E/O converters are necessary and for the coming upgrading of the 10 Gb/s base rate to 40 Gb/s, light modulators based on the electroabsorption effect in semiconductor multi quantum well structures seem promising. The manufacturing of these components has matured during the last 10 years and companies such as Alcatel (France), Oki (Japan), CyOptics (Israel), and Corning (USA), now have prototypes for 40 Gb/s electroabsorption modulators (EAMs).

The semiconductor electroabsorber has proven itself an incredibly versatile component, not only for realizing operations such a E/O conversion, but furthermore for incorporation in sup-picosecond pulse sources such as mode-locked lasers [1] and is used for wavelength conversion [2], all-optical demultiplexing [3], electrical demultiplexing [4] and clock recovery [4]. The electroabsorber can thus be expected to be an important component for the future telecommunications system, both in the transmitter and detection parts, but also for inline signal processing.

This thesis addresses the issues relating to the application of electroab-
sorbers made for high bit-rate optical signal processing from an experimental point of view. It will be shown, that the components can indeed be used for high speed signal processing both in an E/O scheme and an all-optical (O/O) scheme. Apart from being fast, measurements of the refractive index dynamics will also show, that these components have the capability to generate negatively chirped pulses both in the O/E and the O/O scheme. Hence, precompensation of pulse broadening in standard single mode fiber is possible.

An overview of the physics behind the electroabsorber and a discussion of the component with respect to the functionalities needed in an optical telecommunication system is given in Chapter 2. A presentation of the available alternatives to the electroabsorber is also given. Chapter 3 reports on the wavelength and bias dependence of the absorption for a number of multi-quantum well structures. The results are discussed with respect to finding optimum conditions for operating the components as electrically modulated absorbers. The heterodyne measurement set-up, used for the measurements reported in the last two chapters of the thesis is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, measurements of the capability of the EAMs to generate high extinction ratio, narrow pulses with low or negative chirp are reported and discussed. Chapter 6 focuses on measurements revealing the feasibility of operating the electroabsorber as a saturable absorber. The recovery time, absorption bleaching and refractive index changes following an optical injection of carriers is investigated.
Chapter 2

The electroabsorber used for optical signal processing

In an optical telecommunication system many different tasks have to be performed. Signals have to be converted from the electrical domain to the optical, and back. In the optical domain, the information can be multiplexed to utilize the full bandwidth of the transmission system. The information has to be switched at the different nodes of the transmission system and possibly regenerated to compensate accumulated fiber loss and cross-talk. For switching or detection, the information must be demultiplexed from the high density information data stream. The clock of the detection has to be recovered from the incoming bit-stream, such as to read the right bits at the right time.

Many components have been introduced or proposed in order to solve these tasks in a simple, effective and fast way. This chapter presents the operation principles of the electroabsorber and how the electroabsorber can be used to perform many of the signal processing tasks necessary in an optical telecommunication system. Alternative components are also presented.
2.1 The waveguide electroabsorber

2.1.1 Component description

The electroabsorbers investigated in this thesis are manufactured from quaternary alloys of Indium (In), Gallium (Ga), Arsenic (As) and Phosphorus (P). The components are grown by low pressure metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (LP-MOVPE) deposition. In this process the alloys are deposited on an InP wafer with almost monolayer precision. Together with photo-lithography and different etching techniques, waveguide structures can be realized, which can guide an optical mode travelling in the plane of the wafer. The out of wafer plane confinement is done by properly designing the alloys in the layered structure, such that a layer with high refractive index (the separate confinement layer) is "sandwiched" between two layers of lower refractive index. The active material is incorporated within the mode confining layers. The active material of the components presented in this thesis is a so-called multi quantum well (MQW) structure. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic illustration of the layer structure of the component with the waveguide. The n- and p-doped layers on the bottom and top of the component are contacted with metal alloys. This enables the application of an external bias across the structure. A layer of the insulating polymer BCB (Benzocyclobutene) on both sides of the ridge, planarizes the wafer and enables metal contacts extending from the waveguide.

The waveguide ridge is 2-3 μm broad, depending on the design. The component length is chosen when the individual components are cleaved from the wafer. The typical length is 100 μm to 300 μm depending on the application.

When the component is cleaved and mounted, the coupling of the light into and out of the component is either done using high numerical aperture lenses or so-called tapered fibers, where the fiber-end is processed into a small lens. The component can be packaged with fibers, a temperature controller and the electrical connection and be directly mounted on a print-board.

2.1.2 The active material

As shown in Figure 2.1, the active material of the electroabsorber is a MQW structure embedded in the intrinsic layer of the p-i-n heterojunction. The MQW structure consists of alternating layers of different band gap material, realized by changing the InGaAsP alloy composition. The electronic states in the low band gap material are so-called quasi-two dimensional, since the motion perpendicular to the layers is restricted. This results in a steplike density of states for low energies, compared to the square-root shaped density of states function for unconfined states. Due to the increased spatial overlap between the electron and hole wavefunctions in the quantum well, the oscillator strength of the bound electron and hole state (the exciton) is increased. The confinement
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the electroabsorber waveguide and epitaxial structure. The light travels perpendicularly to the plane of the paper. At the right of the structure is shown a zoom of the active region with the quantum well structure within the separate confinement layer. Figure by L. Oxenløwe (SCOOP/COM).

of the wavefunctions result in a steeper absorption edge, compared to the bulk material.

When an electric field is applied to the component, in the direction of the growth, the optical characteristics are changed. If the potential is increased on the p-side of the component compared to the n-side, the component is so-called forward biased. In that case, the junction potential is lowered and carriers can be electrically injected into the intrinsic region of the p-i-n junction and into the quantum wells. Thereby, the optical field travelling through the active region can experience amplification through stimulated emission. The component is in that case operated as a so-called semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). If the SOA is not anti-reflection coated, the feedback will, for an increasing current through the component, eventually result in lasing action. The component is then called a semiconductor edge emitting laser. If the potential is lowered on the p-side compared to the n-side the component is reverse biased. Optically injected carriers will in that case be swept out of the intrinsic region due to the high field. When operated with a fixed reverse bias, the component can be used as a field enhanced saturable absorber, where the absorption can be saturated by an optical field, but shown to have a fast recovery due to the fast sweep out of the photogenerated carriers.

When the intrinsic region is subject to an external reverse bias, the optical properties of the states are changed. The quantum well potential is modified and the electron and hole wavefunctions are forced in opposite directions. The change in the optical properties due to the field is called the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) [5].

The QCSE includes the quantum confined Franz-Keldysh effect (QCFKE). The QCFKE describes the influence of a field on the quantum well states, neglecting the excitonic effect. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic illustration of
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the QCFKE. The quantum well barriers are assumed infinite and only the lowest energy state is shown. By applying a field perpendicular to the quantum wells (E), a finite penetration of the wavefunction into the band gap is possible and a shift of the state energies is observed, resulting in a finite absorption probability below the zero field band gap.

The QCFKE. When the field over the quantum well is non-zero, the potential depends on the position in the quantum well. The barriers are here infinite. When the field is applied, the wavefunctions will experience a finite penetration into the band gap and a shift in the state energy and thereby effectively enable absorption below the band gap. The effect of the QCFKE is also to reduce the overlap between the electron and hole wavefunctions, which results in a weaker transition strength.

The QCSE also includes the influence of the field on the quantum well exciton. Not including the quantum well potential, the external field will distort the Coulomb potential as shown in Figure 2.3. The distorted Coulomb potential has no more truly bound states and therefore the exciton lifetime decreases and a broadening of the exciton absorption line is observed. The field also effectively “widens up” the Coulomb potential resulting in a shift of the exciton resonance to lower energies [5].

The QCSE makes it possible to change the absorption at a specific wavelength by changing the reverse bias applied to the component. When the reverse bias is increased, the absorption edge red-shifts and increases the absorption below the band gap. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic illustration of the red-shift and reduction of the absorption with increasing reverse bias. If the wavelength of the incoming field is, as indicated by the dashed arrow, the absorption will increase with increasing reverse bias. A component working by these principles
Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of the Coulomb potential, binding the electron and the hole into an exciton. The full line is the potential without an external field, while the dashed line shows the potential with an external field. The field "widens up" the potential and enables the dissociation of the exciton and results in a red-shift and broadening of the exciton resonance.

is called an electroabsorption modulator (EAM).

The light polarization is an issue in MQW based components. Due to the different dipole matrix elements between TE and TM polarized light and the light and heavy hole states, the components have a polarization dependent absorption. The use of tensile strained material allows one to shift the material light-hole band gap with respect to the heavy-hole band gap and equalize, to some degree, the TE and TM absorption [6, 7, 8, 9].

2.2 The transmitter

The transmitter is very important in an optical telecommunication system, since all electrical-to-optical conversion is done in a transmitter. The typical transmitter used for 10 Gb/s optical systems is the directly modulated DFB semiconductor laser. However, operation above 10 Gb/s is very difficult due to relaxation oscillations and capacitance limitations. Only few experiments on 20 Gb/s direct modulation of semiconductor laser have been reported [10, 11]. No 40 Gb/s direct modulation of semiconductor lasers has, to this authors knowledge, been reported. Operation of the directly modulated laser as a transmitter, is schematically shown in Figure 2.5 a). The laser modulator has also the disadvantage of generating chirped light pulses when modulated
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![Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the absorption edge, including the exciton states. As the reverse bias is increased, the absorption edge red-shifts, the exciton resonance broadens and the transition strength of the states is reduced. Photons with energy indicated by the dashed arrow will experience an increased absorption with increased reverse bias.]

fast, explained by refractive index change accompanying the carrier density change. The coupling between the gain and the refractive index, results in an blue-shifted leading pulse edge and a red-shifted trailing pulse edge. The blue components travel faster in a standard single mode fiber in the 1550 nm window than the red. Therefore the chirp results in a faster broadening of the pulses, than if the pulses where not chirped. The directly modulated laser is however a very simple transmitter and is therefore extensively used at bit-rates up to 10 GB/s.

The Lithium Niobate (LiNbO$_3$) modulator has facilitated high speed modulation. The LiNbO$_3$ modulator is an external modulator operating on the principles of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, where the electro-optic LiNbO$_3$ acts as phase shifters in the two arms (schematically shown in Figure 2.5 b)). By external modulator is meant that the modulator is separate from the light source. Because the refractive index dependence on the externally applied field is small, the phase shifting elements have to be several centimeters. The electrodes contacting the phase shifting elements are of the so-called travelling type, where the electrodes are designed in such a way, that they represent a waveguide for the high frequency electric field. For the right design, the optical and the RF velocity can be matched, resulting in a much higher bandwidth due to the reduced capacitance. Having lumped element electrodes, the bandwidth would be limited to below 1 GHz [12]. In the last years, companies such as Agere, Corning and Codeon have started to ship 40 Gb/s LiNbO$_3$ modulators. The chirp on the modulated signal can be controlled externally by the offset biases to the phase shifting elements. The modulators can generate pulses with zero chirp and even pulses which will initially be compressed by the fiber
dispersion [12]. The LiNbO$_3$ is polarization dependent. The drive voltage is typically $\sim$3 V peak-to-peak for 40 Gb/s modulation.

EAMs with a MQW active region have also shown bandwidths above 40 GHz, see for example [6, 13]. The EAM as an external modulator is schematically shown in Figure 2.5 c). For operation at 1550 nm both the InGaAsP/InGaAsP and the InGaAs/InAlAs material systems have used successfully [6]. Compared to the LiNbO$_3$ modulator, the EAM is small and can be integrated with the light source, for example a DFB laser. More than 40 GHz bandwidth has been demonstrated using an EAM-integrated DFB laser [14]. The EAMs can also be made polarization insensitive and properly designed EAMs have been demonstrated less than 1 dB of polarization dependent loss [6]. The drive voltage is typically 3 V peak-to-peak. A refractive index change also accompanies an absorption change in EAMs [15, 16]. As with LiNbO$_3$ modulators, it is possible to generate pulses with a chirp that initially compensates the fiber dispersion induced pulse broadening [17, 18]. Chapter 5 will look into the details of the chirping properties of the EAMs made during this project. No companies are, to this authors knowledge, shipping 40 Gb/s EAM modulators. However, Alcatel in France, Oki in Japan CyOptics in Israel and Corning in the US have all 40 Gb/s InP based EAM in their product portfolio. Figure 2.6 shows a realized 40 Gb/s modulation of the absorption in a packaged EAM developed in the SCOOP-programme. The electrical signal has a 2.6 V$_{pp}$ amplitude and the offset bias is -1.2 V. The optical signal has a 7.45 dB extinction ratio.

EAMs are also successfully used for generating short pulses. Generation of pulses with 4–5 ps intensity-FWHM (full width half maximum) were demonstrated using a 40 GHz sinusoidal modulation, with a 2 V amplitude [19]. In an other experiment, 4.1 ps pulse were generated by modulating the bias with a 20 GHz sine function, however with 10.1 V of drive voltage [20]. A 10 GHz pulse train of 200 fs pulses has also been generated using an EAM and a compressive piece of fiber [21]. Figure 2.7 a) shows, that by applying a sinusoidal modulation (10 GHz) of the reverse bias to an EAM a 13 dB extinction ratio, 30 ps intensity-FWHM, 10 GHz pulse train can be generated. The EAM
2.3. Wavelength conversion and regeneration

One of the ways to pack information closely and thereby use the full bandwidth of optical fibers, is by so-called wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). Here, each information channel, having a specific wavelength (different from the others) is transmitted in a single fiber. Record experiments with hundreds of closely spaced channels with each 10 Gb/s of information have been realized [25, 26]. In a WDM system, the individual wavelengths can be chosen in order to connect certain destinations. Therefore, switching of information in the nodes of the WDM system can be realized by converting the wavelength of the incoming bit-pattern to a new wavelength, in order to reach the correct destination. The operation is called wavelength conversion and different components are typically mentioned in connection with this operation.

Four-wave mixing (FWM) in either an optical fiber or a SOA is an instantaneous process, which has been used to wavelength convert [27, 28]. The optical signal is mixed with a CW or pulsed probe and the conjugate signal was manufactured within the SCOOP-programme. In an other configuration, the electroabsorber is incorporated in a laser cavity and acts as a saturable absorber. Thereby the pulsed laser action of the laser becomes preferable and modelocking can be realized [22, 23, 24]. In Figure 2.7 b) is shown the autocorrelation of a 1.8 ps intensity-FWHM pulse generated by an external cavity modelocked laser [1]. The modelocked laser was developed within the SCOOP-programme.

Figure 2.6: The 40 Gb/s NRZ electrical signal applied to a SCOOP-EAM (eye shown) and the resulting optical eye. The electrical signal has a 2.6 V_{pp} amplitude and the offset bias is -1.2 V. The extinction ratio of the optical signal is 7.45 dB. The figure is kindly borrowed from M. Label (GiGA-An Intel Company).
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Figure 2.7: a) Optical pulse train generated by sinusoidal modulation of the reverse bias of an EAM with a 10 GHz electrical signal. The pulses have 13 dB of extinction ratio and a 30 ps intensity-FWHM. The EAM was manufactured within the SCOOP-programme. The figure has kindly been borrowed from L. Oxenløwe (SCOOP/COM). b) A 1.8 ps intensity-FWHM pulse, generated by an external cavity modelocked laser with a field enhanced saturable absorber region. The figure is borrowed from K. Yvind (SCOOP/COM).

generated in the FWM process becomes frequency shifted. Up to 200 Gb/s wavelength conversion has been realized in a SOA [29]. Wavelength conversion using cross-gain modulation in SOAs has been shown at 100 Gb/s [30]. In that case, the signal saturates the gain of the SOA and can thereby control the transmission through the component at an other wavelength. Interferometric wavelength converters based on SOAs as the phase shifting element have shown very high speed. For example with the UNI configuration (Ultrafast-Nonlinear Interferometer), 80 Gb/s wavelength conversion has been realized and with in the DISC configuration (Delayed-Interference Signal-wavelength Converter) 168 Gb/s has been shown [31, 32]. Monolithic interferometric wavelength converters have also been realized and are more easy to handle compared to the UNI and DISC. Speeds have until now been limited to 40 Gb/s [33] and the complexity of these components challenges the manufacturing.

Electroabsorbers used as wavelength converters are a good alternative to the above mentioned components and cross-absorption modulation has been shown to enable 40 Gb/s wavelength conversion [2]. In that case, the electroabsorber is operated as a saturable absorber where the incoming signal bleaches the absorption and thereby enables the transmission of light at an other wavelength. The all-optical regenerative properties of wavelength converters are also an important function in the optical transmission system. Reshaping distorted signals and retiming has been realized in SOA based interferometric regenerators at 40 Gb/s [34] and in electroabsorbers both at 10 Gb/s and 40 Gb/s [35, 2].

Figure 2.8 shows the realized wavelength conversion in a saturable absorber. The component was manufactured within the SCOOP-programme. A 10 Gb/s
2.4 Demultiplexing

The optical time division multiplexed (OTDM) system works by delaying each of the base-rate channel (working with return-to-zero (RZ) formats) by a certain amount of time with respect to the next channel. The channels are then all coupled into the same fiber, resulting in a train of light pulses with the multiplexed signal. Figure 2.9 shows the principle of a OTDM system with 4 base-rate channels working for example at 10 Gb/s RZ. By delaying each channel appropriately with respect to the previous channel, the multiplexed channels will not overlap temporally. After transmission, the channel containing the information for a certain destination has to be demultiplexed from the OTDM signal before detection. Demultiplexing is realized by opening a transmission window in time, which only transmits the pulse of interest. Demultiplexing from 1.28 Tb/s to 10 Gb/s has been realized in a so-called non-linear loop mirror, based on instantaneous nonlinearities in fibers [36]. However, fiber based demultiplexers are cumbersome due to the several meters of fiber necessary. Four-wave-mixing in fibers has also been realized with 500 Gb/s to 10 Gb/s demultiplexing and 200 Gb/s to 10 Gb/s demultiplexing using four-wave-mixing in a SOA has equally been shown [37, 38]. With the more compact monolithically integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer, with SOA phase shifting elements, 160 Gb/s to 10 Gb/s demultiplexing has been demonstrated.
160 Gb/s to 10 Gb/s demultiplexing has also been realized in SOA based hybrid demultiplexers such as the UNI and the SLALOM (Semiconductor Laser Amplifier in a Loop Mirror) [41, 42].

Both electrical and optical demultiplexing is possible in electroabsorbers. For electrical demultiplexing, the switching window is realized by electrically modulating the absorption (the electroabsorber is operated as an EAM), whereas for optical demultiplexing, the absorption is modulated by optical carrier generation (the electroabsorber is operated as a saturable absorber). Electrical demultiplexing from 160 Gb/s to 10 Gb/s has been shown using two EAMs in series, the so-called tandem configuration [4]. All optical demultiplexing from 40 Gb/s to 10 Gb/s has been reported using a saturable absorber [3], and 80 Gb/s to 10 Gb/s has been performed by L. Oxenløwe (SCOOP/COM), however not with an error free conversion [3, 43]. Figure 2.10 shows the 80 Gb/s OTDM signal comprising 8, 10 Gb/s channels. The limitations in the detection equipment prohibits a good measurement of the high bit-rate OTDM signal. After all-optical demultiplexing in the saturable absorber, one of the 10 Gb/s channels is observed to be extracted from the 80 Gb/s signal.

2.5 Thesis objectives

The work presented in this thesis has focused on characterizing the electroabsorbers as stand-alone components and not as a part of a transmission system. This characterization is necessary before the limitations of the components within a full system can be understood. The thesis work has two goals. The one is to experimentally characterize the absorption and refractive index dynamics in the EAM. From these measurements the optimal points for operation
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Figure 2.10: 80 Gb/s OTDM signal and the optically demultiplexed 10 Gb/s channel. The
demultiplexing was done using a SCOOP saturable absorber. Measurements done by L.
Oxenløwe (SCOOP/COM).

of electroabsorbers as transmitters, with respect to extinction ratio, chirp and
insertion loss are discussed. The second goal is to characterize the absorption
and refractive index dynamics in saturable absorbers, for operation as
all-optical wavelength converters and demultiplexers. This is done in order to
investigate how fast the components are, describe the refractive index dynamics
and discuss the optimal operation condition with respect to speed, extinction
ratio and chirp. The following chapter will present some of the basic characterizations
of the EAMs. The investigations were performed in order to find an
optimal active region design and estimate the loss terms adding to the EAM
insertion loss.
Chapter 3

Basic EAM characterization

Before the more advanced investigations of the electroabsorbers are presented, this chapter reports on the more basic characterizations of the EAMs. By basic is meant characterization of the absorption spectra and the insertion loss of the components. The EAMs have been developed from "scratch" and therefore basic characterizations have been performed extensively. Different designs of the active region have been tried. The goal has been to increase the extinction ratio for a given drive voltage and lower the component insertion loss. The typical design issues concerning EAMs are presented and discussed together with the measurements. Finally, calculations of the absorption spectra are shown to fit the measured absorption spectra well.
3.1 EAM design considerations

To design an electroabsorber for high speed operation as an EAM is not a simple task and involves having experience within many fields. The areas of expertise include the knowledge on optical mode control, epitaxial growth, band gap and wavefunction calculations, carrier dynamics and electrical properties such as device impedance and the resulting demands on the drivers. The work on designing and growing the EAM epitaxial structures has primarily been done by K. Yvind (SCOOP/COM), J. Hanberg (GiGA-An Intel Company) and S. Hoffeldt (SCOOP/COM). A fulfilling description of the issues involved in the design, epitaxial growth and processing is beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore only a short overview of the considerations with respect to EAM optimization will be given, such as to understand the reasons for the realized EAM designs and the following investigation reported in this chapter.

The focus of the EAM design is set on optimizing the absorption change for a given voltage swing. In that case, the red-shift of the absorption edge is sought to be as large as possible, as function of the reverse bias. The shift of the absorption edge includes a shift of the conduction band states and the valence band states. The effective heavy hole mass is much larger than the effective electron mass in the InGaAsP alloys used\(^1\). Therefore the hole states have a smaller zero-point energy, for a structure where the well depths for the hole and electrons are equal. Heuristically, the states close to the bottom of the well "experience" a higher energy shift with changing electric field, because these states follow closely the field distorted quantum well [44]. Hence, the red-shift of the absorption edge is primarily due to the shift of the hole states. Therefore, to maximize the red-shift of the absorption edge, it is primarily advantageous to reduce the hole zero-point energy. This is done by reducing the hole well depth [45].

Another consequence of the difference in zero-point energy of the electron and hole states, is the reduced attenuation of the electron states in the barrier, compared to the hole states. For a balanced structure, where the electron well depth is increased compared to the hole depth, the penetration probability can be made equal [45]. Thereby the quenching of the transition due to premature dislocation of the electron state can be prohibited. With this optimization the quantum well structure becomes so-called balanced, having low hole barriers and high electron barriers, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Calculations by Yip et al. on InGaAsP alloys, showed that the overlap between the electron and hole states, for flat bands (at zero field), is maximized for a electron well depth 9 times the depth of the hole well [45]. When an electric field is applied perpendicular to the quantum wells, the electron and hole wavefunctions start to

\(^1\)The light hole states are neglected in this discussion, because the absorption of TE polarized light, of interest here, is mainly due to the heavy hole-electron transition. If not otherwise mentioned, the hole will be the heavy hole.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of unbalanced and balanced quantum wells. In the unbalanced quantum well, the electron state is less confined than the hole state due to the lower electron mass. The balanced quantum well equalizes the confinement of the electron and hole state by increasing the height of the electron barrier and optimizes thereby the transition strength. At the same time the hole barrier is lowered, resulting in a lower hole zero-point energy, which increases the energy shift per unit field. From [45].

leak into and through the barriers with different rates. The optimized ratio between the electron and hole well depths, resulting in a equal leaking for the electrons and holes, depends on the field applied to the component and can therefore not be optimized for all biases [45]. Still, the electron wells should, generally, be deeper than the hole wells. It should here be pointed out, that an optimized structure for a large red-shift per unit field is not at the same time optimized for keeping the overlap between the electron and hole state in the quantum well as high as possible. This is because an important red-shift is accompanied with an important spatial shift of the states to the low energy sides of the wells. Therefore, an optimal design has to be based on the specific demands for the modulator and a compromise between the absorption edge red-shift and quenching.

A large quantum well width ensures a low zero-point energy, advantageous for the absorption edge red-shift. This also results in an increased spatial polarization of the electrons and holes in the quantum well, when an electric field is applied. The typical well width for EAMs is 10 nm or less, being somewhat inferior to the exciton Bohr radius, hence assisting in bolstering the state [45].

The limited output power of the EAM driver limits the magnitude of the ex-
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Figure 3.2: Band lineup calculations for the low, medium and high barrier components performed by S. Højfeldt (SCOOP/COM).

ternal field applicable to the EAM. Since the EAM has a non-zero capacitance, being a combination of the junction capacitance and the electrical pad capacitance, the field applied to the intrinsic region will be reduced with increasing modulation frequency. It is therefore important to reduce the component capacitance. The junction capacitance can be reduced by increasing the intrinsic layer thickness and decrease the component dimensions. Increasing the intrinsic region has however the consequence of reducing the electric field over the quantum wells for a given drive voltage. However a wider intrinsic region can contain more quantum wells, increasing the overlap between the optical field and active region. Decreasing the component size, such as the length also reduces the total absorption change induced by a given drive voltage. Reducing the ridge width has consequences on the optical mode size, possible resulting in a multimode waveguide.

Finally, the escape time from the quantum wells is also an issue. The optically generated carriers have a longer escape time from deep quantum wells than for shallow quantum wells, because the high barriers reduce the escape probability. The modulation bandwidth of the EAM can therefore be limited by pile-up of carriers. Hence, low barriers are advantageous with respect to carriers escape. The speed limitations due to the carrier dynamics will be investigated in Chapter 6.

All these considerations resulted in the manufacturing of 3 epitaxial structures. The growth numbers are G286, G285 and G287 and will in the following be called low barrier component, medium barrier component and high barrier component, respectively. The energy band diagram for the intrinsic region of the components are shown in Figure 3.2. The calculations were done by S. Højfeldt (SCOOP/COM) assuming Tersoff’s theory for lineup [46]. The heavy hole-electron band gap is ~1475 nm.
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The high, medium, and low barrier components have electron band offsets of approximately 150 meV, 70 meV, and 50 meV, respectively. The hole band offsets are about the half of the electron band offsets.

The intrinsic layer thicknesses have in all cases been chosen to be 310 nm. The electric field over the intrinsic region is therefore the same for all components for a given applied bias. Hence, the components can be directly compared, with respect to drive voltage and offset bias. The low barrier and medium barrier components have 10 quantum wells, while the high barrier component has only 5 quantum wells. The fewer quantum wells in the high barrier component are due to the fact, that the deep wells in this structure resulted in a higher strain. This prohibited the successful growth of more quantum wells without generating unwanted dislocations in the structure. The well width for all the structures is 10 nm, which is also equal to the barrier width for the three structures, except for the high barrier component having 8.8 nm barrier widths. The reduced barrier width for this epitaxial structure is due to the strain compensation necessary in the structure. For all of the structures grown, the light hole to electron transition is of type two, stating that the light hole wavefunction is confined at the position of the electron barrier. This results in a reduced light hole-electron transition strength at zero electric field compared to the heavy hole-electron transition. However, for an increasing electric field, the light hole and electron wavefunctions increase their overlap, opposite to the heavy hole and electron wavefunctions. In all structures, the hole barriers were made lower than the electron barriers in an effort to compensate the premature delocalization of the electron states. The hole barrier heights were chosen to be low, in order to increase the field dependent red-shift of the states. However, the lower limit of the well depth is determined by the thermal effects. These effects play a role when the localization potential becomes comparable to the thermal energy ($kT \sim 25$ meV).

No efforts to reduce the polarization dependent absorption was done. The EAM is expected to be operated close to the light source, having a well defined polarization, typically TE. Lowering of the polarization dependent absorption of the EAM is not crucial, since polarization maintaining fibers can be used between the light source and the modulator.

The purpose of the three structures was primarily to see if the well depth differences had any effect on the speed limitations and the absorption change attainable for a given drive voltage. From the conclusions drawn from the measurements on these structures, new and optimized EAM components could be designed. The measurements presented in this chapter are only the static characterizations of the components. The dynamic measurements were performed by A. Tersigni (SCOOP/COM), L. Oxenløwe (SCOOP/COM) and K. Hoppe (GiGA-An Intel Company) and are reported in the thesis of L. Oxenløwe [47].
3.2 Experimental set-up

A set-up, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, was built to measure the absorption of the EAMs as function of wavelength and reverse bias. A CW laser, tunable from 1461 nm to 1605 nm delivers the input optical power. A polarization controller follows the lasers and enables the control of the polarization state of the light. To couple the light into the waveguide of the component, a tapered fiber from Optospeed is used. The outcoming light from the component is collimated using a Thorlabs aspheric microscope lens. The numerical aperture of the lens is 0.65. Both the tapered fiber and the microscope lens are mounted on XYZ controllable stages. The collimated light is pointed towards a Hitachi broad area Germanium detector. The detector diameter is 5 mm, ensuring that all light collimated by the microscope lens is detected. A polarizer cube is inserted between the microscope lens and the detector. The polarizer cube is used together with the polarization controller, to set the polarization of the laser light to either TE or TM. The distance between the microscope lens and the detector is \( \approx 1.5 \text{ m} \). The current from the detector is amplified using a current preamplifier. The voltage from the preamplifier is measured on a 120 MHz digital oscilloscope. A function generator is used to bias the component. The component is mounted on a Peltier cooler, and the temperature is set to approximately 20 deg Celsius. The bias is applied to the component using a needle, contacted to the component metal pad using a XYZ controller stage.

To coarsely align the tapered fiber to the EAM, the EAM is forward biased and the power entering the tapered fiber is detected and maximized by moving the tapered fiber tip with respect to the waveguide. The optical power coupled into the tapered fiber is measured by a power meter inserted at the position.
of the CW laser. The microscope lens is aligned by the same procedure, using the broad area detector to detect the optical power.

The fine adjustment of the coupling into and out of the component is done by coupling optical power into the component, oscillating the reverse bias over the component with a few tenths of Hz and then detect the out-coupled power on the broad area detector. The signal from the detector is displayed on the oscilloscope, which is triggered by the function generator. Thereby the component absorption-bias transfer curve is measured. A well optimized coupling shows both a low component loss at 0 V and a high extinction ratio. The two factors can not be optimized independently. Scattered light can be misinterpreted as a low insertion loss, however, resulting in a low extinction ratio.

The input optical power to the components is $-12$ dBm. The power is measured at the tip of the tapered fiber by focusing the fiber tip onto the broad area detector. The power from the laser is $-8.1$ dBm, but the insertion of the polarization controller and the fiber connectors add a loss of 3.9 dB.

An extinction between the TE and TM polarizations of the laser light of 20 to 30 dB was possible, using the polarization controller. The polarizer cube used in the set-up is specified to 30 dB of extinction between the orthogonal polarizations. The polarization of the laser light showed negligible variation with the laser wavelength.

When the component is aligned, the actual measurement of the absorption can be done. The component bias is set to the desired dc value and the laser wavelength is controlled by a Labview program through a standard GPIB interface. The data acquisition is equally done within the Labview program via a GPIB interface to the oscilloscope which is measuring the dc voltage from the preamplifier.

Because the facets are not anti-reflection coated, the measured absorption spectra show important Fabry-Perot fringes. The wavelength steps are chosen to be 0.5 nm, ensuring that the Fabry-Perot fringes are not under-sampled. This results in approximately 300 wavelength steps when the wavelength is scanned from 1461 nm to 1605 nm. A single scan takes around 3 minutes.

An important issue is the high dynamical range required for the experiment. Within one scan, above 30 dB of intensity change has to be measured. To follow the large change in intensity, the sensitivity of the preamplifier has to be changed during the acquisition.

The stability of the set-up is also important. Temperature and mechanical drifts can result in altered coupling. Measurements performed with this set-up showed very low or no drift with time. For this reason, the measurements on each device was done with only one optimized coupling.
3.3 Coupling and waveguide losses

The component insertion loss is one of the important issues when dealing with EAMs. The insertion loss is defined as the total loss experienced by light when coupled into and out of the component, when the EAM is set for the "on"-state. With "on"-state is meant the state where the EAM is transmitting. The "off"-state is defined as the state where the EAM is absorbing the light. The insertion loss includes multiple separate loss terms. First of all, a mode mismatch between the fiber mode and the waveguide mode induces a coupling loss into and out of the component. Secondly, loss due to propagation through the waveguide also adds to the insertion loss of the component. Reflection losses at the facets are also important if the component is not anti-reflection coated. All of the above mentioned loss terms are independent of the reverse bias applied to the component and to a certain extent also the wavelength. They are therefore called passive losses of the component. In addition to the passive losses, the insertion loss also contains losses caused by absorption into the electron states in the active region. This can appropriately be called active losses and depends both on the bias applied for the "on"-state and the wavelength of the light to be modulated. The total component loss can be written in equation form as

\[ L = C_{in}(1 - R_{in})C_{out}(1 - R_{out})e^{-(\alpha_{wg} + \alpha_a(V,\lambda))l} \]  

(3.1)

Where \( C_{in} \) and \( C_{out} \) are the input and output coupling losses, respectively. \( R_{in} \) and \( R_{out} \) are the reflections at the input and output facet of the component, respectively. The passive modal waveguide loss is \( \alpha_{wg} \). The active modal material loss is \( \alpha_a(V,\lambda) \), depending on the wavelength (\( \lambda \)) and the bias (\( V \)) applied to the component. The length of waveguide is \( l \). In most cases \( C_{in} = C_{out} \) and \( R_{in} = R_{out} \), which will also be assumed in the following analysis of the measured data.

Figure 3.4 shows the absorption spectrum for one component from each of the previously mentioned wafers. The three components are of equal length, namely 250 \( \mu m \). The light is TE polarized, and no external electric field is applied to the components. The active material absorption is clearly observed as a component absorption increasing with decreasing wavelength. The absorption is expected to continue increasing with decreasing wavelength. Therefore, the decrease of the absorption for short wavelengths is not well understood. It is not likely to be an excitonic effect, since the built in field of the p-i-n junction is expected to ionize the exciton, due to the low barriers. Measurements on a similar structure by Devaux et al. showed no exciton resonance even at 2 K of temperature [6]. The explanation of this artifact can, at this moment, only be a guess. A possible explanation could relate to a change of the mode in the waveguide, resulting in an altered confinement factor. Calculations by K. Yvind (SCOOP/COM) have shown, that the waveguide indeed changes from
being single mode to being multimode, when the wavelength is decreased.

The absorption for the high barrier component in the low wavelength part of the spectrum is lower than for the other components and more flat. More scattered light coupled into the detector, probably travelling outside the waveguide, is expected to be the reason.

The losses above \( \sim 1560 \text{ nm} \) are wavelength independent and are therefore not due to excitation of the active material, but caused by a combination of coupling losses, waveguide losses and reflections at the facets. From this part of the spectrum the passive waveguide loss can be calculated. The waveguide loss can be found from the ratio between the minimum and maximum power in the Fabry-Perot fringes and the reflection at the facets [48],

\[
L_{wg} = e^{-\alpha_{wg}l} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_{in} \cdot R_{out}}} \frac{\sqrt{r} - 1}{\sqrt{r} + 1} \tag{3.2}
\]

The ratio between the maximum and minimum power of the Fabry-Perot fringes is represented by \( r \). In the following the facet reflections are set to 0.3.

Above 1560 nm, the measured max/min ratio of the low barrier component is 1.5 or 1.8 dB. The uncertainty is negligible due to the long wavelength span over which the max/min ratio is found. Equation (3.2) gives a waveguide loss of 5.2 dB or 2.1 dB/100-\( \mu \)m. The total passive device loss is 10.5 dB, which leaves 10.5 dB−5.2 dB= 5.3 dB of coupling loss. Since the component is not anti-reflection coated, 3 dB of the 5.3 dB of coupling loss are due to the reflection of light at the in coupling and out coupling. This finally results in a coupling loss due to the mode mismatch of 1.2 dB per facet. The losses
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Passive IL [dB]</th>
<th>( \alpha_w ) [dB/100-( \mu m )]</th>
<th>( C ) [dB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low barriers</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium barriers</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High barriers</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Summarized passive (below band gap) component losses. Passive insertion loss (IL) represents the full passive component loss, the waveguide loss (\( \alpha_w \)) is the propagation loss in the waveguide, and the coupling loss (\( C \)) represents the loss accompanying a coupling from the fiber mode to the waveguide mode. The coupling loss is per facet, not including the reflection.

The total passive losses have an important variation from component to component. The calculations show that the variation in the losses is primarily due to varying waveguide losses, whereas the coupling losses are approximately constant at 1 dB. The variation in the waveguide losses can be explained by varying quality of the waveguide etch from wafer to wafer. Many components showed higher losses and the results presented here are made on the good quality components.

### 3.4 Active material absorption

The absorption increases when the photon energy is high enough to excite the electron-hole states in the active material of the EAM. This is observed for a wavelength of around 1530 to 1550 depending on the quantum well design, as seen in Figure 3.4. Operation of the components as light modulators below this wavelength is not advantageous with respect to lowering the component insertion loss. However, the optimum operation wavelength of the component also depends on the reachable extinction ratio for a given drive voltage. Figure 3.5 a) shows the absorption spectra for different reverse biases for the low barrier component. As expected, an increase of the reverse bias over the component changes the absorption by shifting the absorption edge. The absorption is increased for all wavelengths. However the most important increase in absorption is just on the low energy side of the 0 V absorption edge. This is clearly seen in Figure 3.5 b) where the absorption change (extinction ratio) with respect to the 0 V curve is shown.

An extinction ratio of more than 10 dB can be attained with a 2 V drive voltage at 1513 nm. The active material absorption at 0 V is also shown in Figure 3.5 b). It is observed, that the high extinction ratio is accompanied by 8 dB of active material loss at the ”on”-state. Together with the passive losses the insertion loss becomes 18 dB. How large an insertion loss is acceptable is
difficult to say, since it depends on the CW source providing the light to be modulated and the following transmission system. However, typically, losses should be lower than 10 dB.

Operation at 1550 nm, with a 2 V drive voltage gives only $\sim 5.4$ dB of extinction ratio. However, the active material loss is only 0.7 dB, which together with the passive losses results in an insertion loss of 11 dB. When anti-reflection coated the insertion loss will be 8 dB.

It is difficult to give an accurate value of the extinction ratio necessary for generating pulses for optical fiber transmission. This value depends on many details such as the fiber length, the pulse chirp, the amplifier noise and the detection scheme to mention a few of the most obvious. However, an extinction ratio of 7–10 dB can generally be a design guideline. Assume that the drive voltage has a 4 V amplitude. The component can then be operated with at least 7 dB of static extinction ratio from $\sim 1500$ nm to $\sim 1575$ nm. Which shows that a single EAM can easily cover the full C-band (1530 nm to 1565 nm).

Figure 3.6 a) shows the component loss for TM polarized light. The absorption spectra are very similar to the absorption spectra for TE polarized light and the passive loss is only $\sim 1$ dB higher than for the TE light. The peak extinction ratio for the 2 V of drive voltage with the "on"-state having 0 V of bias is 11.7 dB (at 1505 nm), a bit higher than for the TE polarized light. At this operation wavelength, the active material absorption is 7 dB. At 1550 nm
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Figure 3.6: Absorption spectrum of the component with low barriers as a function of the applied reverse bias over the component for TM polarized light. a) shows the full component loss and b) shows the extinction ratio as a function of the reverse bias with respect to the 0 V curve. The active material absorption at 0 V is also shown.

the extinction ratio is 5.9 dB for a 2 V bias swing. This is only 0.4 dB higher than for the TE light. The differences between the TE and TM light absorption is less than expected, since no effort has been done to reduce the polarization dependent absorption. A further discussion of the quite complicated origin of the actual polarization dependency, caused by the heavy hole and light hole splitting and the strain in the structure, is not within the scope of this thesis.

A way to reduce the insertion loss, even though the wavelength is close to the absorption edge, is to make deeper wells. This results in a steeper absorption edge, because of the increased transition strength and lifetime of the quantum well states. However, the price is a reduced absorption edge red-shift per unit field and a slow absorption recovery. Figure 3.7 shows the TE absorption spectra for the medium and high barrier samples. From this figure and Figure 3.5 a) the 3 structures can be compared. The expected steeper absorption edge for the high barrier sample, compared to the low and medium barrier component, is not clearly observed. The fewer quantum wells in the high barrier component should reduce the absorption in this component, compared to the others. This could compensate the higher oscillator strength in this component and thereby equalize the absorption to the other components. The red-shift of the high barrier component is expected to be lower than for the low and medium barrier component. This conclusion is difficult to draw from
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the measurements, and the fact that quenching should be lower for the high barrier sample compared to the low and medium barrier component also blurs the picture. However, it can be concluded that the structure have quite the same absorption edge dynamics and size. Assume a 4 V drive voltage. In that case, the extinction, ratio at 1550 nm is 10.7 dB, 13.2 dB and 9.53 for the low, medium and high barrier components, respectively. From this measurement the medium barrier component would be preferable. However, the high barrier component shows the lowest insertion loss of the three. This is primarily due to the better waveguide, not the active material. Chapter 5 looks in more details on the extinction ratio of the low and high barrier components.

In experiments where the EAM absorption was modulated by a high frequency electrical field, it was concluded that the components were all bandwidth limited by the electrical pad capacitance and that any limitations due to carrier escape time from the quantum wells could not be resolved [47]. The high barrier epitaxial structure is difficult to grow due to the high strain, and the structure was abandoned as no clear advantage of this structure compared to the others was seen.

Figure 3.7: Absorption spectra for the medium and high barrier components. The light is TE polarized. Compared to the light and medium barrier components, the high barrier component absorption is clearly limited by scattered light. Except from this, the absorption edge dynamic, is not very different from structure to structure.
3.5 Absorption spectra calculations

Calculations of the absorption spectra were performed by S. Højfeldt (SCOOP/COM), both as input for his time-dependent simulations and to investigate if there was a good correlation between the measured and calculated results. The absorption spectra calculations take into account the coupling between the wells, which is important due to the shallowness of the wells. Excitonic effects are not included as there are no clear signs of them in the measured spectra. Parabolic bands were used, not taking into account coupling between the valence bands, as in a $k \cdot p$ calculation. Further details on the calculations can be found in the thesis of S. Højfeldt [46]. Figure 3.8 a) shows the calculated and measured TE absorption spectra for the low barrier component. The correspondence is very good. Figure 3.8 shows the fully calculated spectrum. Spectrum calculations for the other components were not as successful, possibly explained by calibration problems of the growth and issues concerning the parabolic approximation of the bands in the calculations [46]. The good correspondence for the low barrier component makes it possible to use the calculated spectra in the calculation of the refractive index change. It will be shown in Chapter 5 that the calculated refractive index change supplements very well the trends observed experimentally.
3.6 Summary

Three EAMs with different InGaAsP quantum well structures have been characterized with respect to the absorption spectra and the insertion loss. The quantum well structures differ by the barrier height being low, medium and high and the number of wells. A set-up is built to measure the transmission of the components as function of wavelength (1461 nm to 1605 nm), polarization (TE and TM) and reverse bias applied to the components. From the Fabry-Perot fringe amplitude and the insertion loss at 0 V, the waveguide loss and coupling loss of the component can be calculated. These passive loss terms should not depend on the active region design and differences are attributed to variations accompanying the processing of the components. It is found that the coupling losses are below 1.2 dB per facet and that the waveguide losses are below 2.1 dB/100-µm with 0.2 dB/100-µm as the lowest. The active material contribution to the component transmission shows, as expected, an increasing absorption for an increasing reverse bias applied to the components. Operation close to the absorption edge increases the extinction ratio for a given drive voltage, but also increases the insertion loss. The differences between the three components, due to the different active region designs, are small. The medium barrier component shows a couple of dB higher extinction ratio than the low and high barrier components, at 1550 nm with a 4 V drive voltage and a "on"-state at 0 V. However, a general conclusion on the which structure is best can not be drawn from these measurements. A static extinction ratio of 7 dB or more can be achieved from ~1500 nm to ~1575 nm, with the low barrier component, using a 4 V drive voltage. This shows that a single EAM can easily cover the full C-band.

Measurement of the polarization dependent absorption on the low barrier component showed approximately 2 dB of difference between the TE and TM polarized light, for operation at 1550 nm.

Calculated low barrier TE absorption spectra by S. Hojfeldt (SCOOP/COM) have also been shown. Agreement with the experimental measurements is good, showing that excitonic effect are not important in this low barrier structure. Coupling between the shallow wells is important to correctly reproduce the measured spectra.
3.6. Summary
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The heterodyne measurement technique

Heterodyning (hetero~different,-dyning~power) is a word and concept typically encountered when dealing with radio receivers. There, the multi-kHz carrier wave of the radio signal is mixed away, using a local oscillator and a nonlinear diode, leaving only the speech imprinted by amplitude modulation (AM) or frequency modulation (FM). Frequency filters and the heterodyne detection in the radio makes it possible to closely space different radio channels in the frequency domain.

The essence of heterodyning is to measure the beating between two waves. The waves can be acoustic (Hz), as for example the beating between a tuning fork and a "badly tuned music instrument", or it can be radio frequencies as mentioned before. In our case, heterodyning will be done on optical waves, where the carrier frequency is $\approx 293$ THz. However, as will be shown, the detected heterodyne signal will be at 60 kHz and easily detectable by standard equipment.

The advantages of using a heterodyne detection scheme are multiple when using it for characterizing active waveguide components. Not only is it possible to measure changes of the amplitude transmission of the component, but it is equally possible to measure the phase of the optical field after propagation through the component. As for the radio, it is possible to selectively detect one heterodyne frequency component and disregard all others. This makes it possible to distinguish optical fields with the same optical properties such as polarization, wavelength, direction and position, by shifting the frequency of the optical fields by a few MHz from each other.

When used with short optical pulses, the heterodyne detection becomes very powerful for characterizing waveguide components and enables the mea-
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The idea of using a heterodyne detection technique together with a pump-probe set-up was first presented by the group of E. Ippen at MIT in the early 1990's [49]. The group presented the first results on gain and index dynamics in semiconductor optical amplifiers on a subpicosecond time scale [50, 51].

In 1996, a similar experimental set-up was built at the Danish Telecom Research facility (TDR). The set-up was used for investigating the coherent effects in semiconductor optical amplifiers, namely four-wave mixing [52]. When TDR was restructured in 1997 the set-up was moved to Mikroelektronik Centret (MIC) at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU). The set-up was rebuilt by P. Borri and W. Langbein in the group of J. Hvam, with an improved detection scheme [53]. The set-up was mainly used for characterizing FWM and gain dynamics in 1.1 µm InAs-InGaAs quantum dot waveguide amplifiers [54, 55].

This chapter will focus on the description of the heterodyne pump-probe set-up and starts with an introduction to the Coherent OPA laser system.

4.1 The laser system

To obtain the required sub-picosecond time resolution, it is necessary to make short optical pulses at the desired wavelength and with the desired pulse energy. For this, a commercial laser system from Coherent Inc is used. The system consists of 4 separate systems

- Coherent Innova 400 (~24 W of continous wave power).
- Coherent MIRA (Titanium-Sapphire modelocked oscillator).
- Coherent RegA (Titanium-Sapphire regenerative amplifier).
- Coherent OPA (Optical parametric amplifier).

The full system is shown in Figure 4.1 and works as follows. The Innova 400 provides ~8 W of power to pump the Ti:Al₂O₃ (titanium:sapphire) crystal, which acts as the gain medium for the MIRA. The Ti:Al₂O₃ gain peak is at 800 nm. A slit is inserted into the cavity as seen in Figure 4.1. Together with the dispersive prisms (P1 and P2) modelocking of the cavity is possible. The pulsed operation of the cavity decreases the spotsize due to self-focusing in the Ti:Al₂O₃ crystal. Thereby the CW mode experiences higher losses for a reduced slit width than the pulsed mode. The prisms ensure a compensation of the round trip induced dispersion, so as to get a stable operation. The MIRA minimum pulse width is ≈ 150 fs with ≈ 1.3 W of output power. The repetition rate is ≈ 80 MHz.

The components characterized in the previous chapter have an operation wavelength around 1550 nm. To reach this wavelength range with the Ti:Al₂O₃
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Innova 400 Argon Ion Laser
MIRA
OPA

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the Coherent Inc. OPA laser system. The Argon Ion laser pumps the MIRA and the RegA. The output pulses from the MIRA are amplified in the RegA. The 800 nm output pulses of the RegA are converted to 1550 nm pulses by optical parametric amplification in the OPA.
4.1. The laser system

Based system, the nonlinear process of optical parametric amplification is used. However, the pulse intensity from the MIRA needs to be amplified for this process. This is done by the regenerative amplifier (RegA).

The RegA is built around a Q-switched laser cavity. A Ti:Al₂O₃ crystal is pumped by \( \sim 16 \) W of power from the Innova 400 and an intra cavity acousto-optic deflector (Q-switch) induces the externally controllable loss (QS in Figure 4.1). When the acousto optic cell is set to deflect, the inversion in the Ti:Al₂O₃ crystal increases (stimulated emission by the lasing mode of the cavity is prohibited). As the deflection in QS is turned off, a pulse from MIRA is simultaneously coupled into the cavity using another acousto-optic cell, the cavity dumper (CD in Figure 4.1). The pulse will now experience a maximum gain from the Ti:Al₂O₃ crystal. The pulse travels through the cavity until the gain is depleted and is then ejected using the cavity dumper again. Following the ejection of the pulse, the Q-switch is again turned on to prohibit lasing in the RegA cavity. When the inversion has again accumulated, a new pulse from the MIRA can be injected. The time to restore the inversion sets the limit of the repetition rate of the RegA output, which becomes 295 kHz. This means, that only every 270th MIRA pulse is injected into the RegA and amplified. The average output power from the RegA is also 1.3 W (same as for the MIRA), but now with 270 times more energy in the pulses. The injected pulse has, with the present alignment, 21 roundtrips in the cavity. The pulse broadening induced by travelling through the Ti:Al₂O₃ crystal and the Q-switch 21 times and the cavity dumper twice, results in a pulse of \( \approx 10 \) ps intensity-FWHM. The linear chirp is compensated by a pulse-shaper before the exit of the RegA, with a resulting pulse intensity-FWHM of 150 fs. At the output of the RegA, the pulse energy is 4.4 \( \mu \)J compared to 0.016 \( \mu \)J at the output of the MIRA. The output of the RegA is injected into the optical parametric amplifier, the Coherent OPA.

In the OPA, 25% of the pulse energy is split off to generate a white light continuum. The \( \approx 1 \) \( \mu \)W pulse energy is focused into a sapphire crystal. The high intensity of the pulse induces a self-focusing of the mode. The temporal shape of the pulse then creates a rapidly changing index with time. The result is a high pulse chirp and therefore a very broad band spectrum around 800 nm. The spectrum extends from the ultra-violet to the infrared. The 75% of the RegA output is used for second harmonic generation of a 400 nm pulse in a nonlinear crystal (SHG-BBO in Figure 4.1).

Finally, the white light continuum is overlapped with the 400 nm pulse in a second nonlinear crystal (OPA-BBO in Figure 4.1). Inside the nonlinear crystal, the parametric process of frequency difference generation is seeded by the white light continuum. In the photon picture, a 400 nm photon is split into a signal photon and an idler photon. The wavelength of the signal photon and the idler photon depends on the angle of the nonlinear crystal, which can be
adjusted to get the wavelength of interest. The nonlinear crystal is passed two times to maximize the conversion.

For the following experiments, the idler is used and adjusted for operation in the region around 1550 nm. At this wavelength, the power of the idler is $\approx 2$ mW, giving $\approx 7$ nJ per pulse.

### 4.2 The heterodyne pump-probe set-up

In this section the reader will be guided through the heterodyne pump-probe set-up, schematically shown in Figure 4.2.

Because the short pulse from the OPA travels through the strongly dispersive pump acousto-optic modulator (pump AOM in Figure 4.2), a precompensation of the broadening is done by inserting a folded grating pulse-shaper. The mirror reflecting the dispersed pulse spectrum is adjusted so that the spectrum experiences a linearly varying delay over its spectral component. Thereby the linear pulse chirp can be controlled and the dispersion of the pulse in the pump AOM can be compensated. The pulse shaper adds an extra functionality to the set-up. By inserting an aperture close to the mirror in the shaper, the spectrum of the pulse can be reduced. Accompanying the spectral narrowing is a temporal pulse broadening. The pulse width can thereby be tuned from 150 fs to 11 ps, of course at the expense of power [56].

After the pulse-shaper, the beam enters the pump AOM. The AOM consists of fused silica with a piezoelectric transducer on the one side of the crystal. A radio wave, generated by a driver, hits the silica and generates a travelling acoustic wave in the silica. This generates an index grating on which the optical wave is diffracted. Additionally, the optically diffracted field will be
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Doppler shifted by the radio-frequency at which the AOM is driven (40 MHz). The power of the diffracted beam is controlled by the power of the radio wave, which is controllable from the driver.

The pump beam then goes through a shutter and a delay line with a 250 ps span. After the delay line, the pump beam is directed to the in-coupling microscope objective and the light is coupled into the component. The energy of the pump pulses at the microscope objective can be varied over 4 orders of magnitude, with a maximum energy of \( \sim 250 \text{pJ} \).

The part of the beam not deflected in the pump AOM enters the probe AOM. Here the probe beam is deflected and frequency shifted by 39 MHz, 1 MHz less than the pump beam. The diffracted probe beam is overlapped with the pump beam in the 50/50 beam splitter BS1. Hereafter, the probe also hits the in coupling microscope and is coupled into the component. At that point the pump and probe pulses can not be distinguished by the direction, position, optical wavelength or polarization. However, they differ by 1 MHz in frequency.

After propagation through the component the beam is collimated using the out coupling microscope lens. Thereafter, lens L1 images the component output facet onto a small aperture A1, to strip the scattered light from the waveguide mode. The lens L2 recollimates the beam.

The part of the beam from the OPA, which has not been deflected in the pump AOM, nor in the probe AOM is used as the reference with which the probe signal will be down mixed and hereafter detected.

By controlling the pump delay line, the pump can be temporally shifted with respect to the probe. Using the shutter, the probe transmission through the component can be measured with and without the pump as function of the delay. Thereby the pump induced probe transmission change can be measured. The normalized transmission change or normalized probe transmission is defined as the ratio between the probe intensity transmission with and without the pump.

4.2.1 Detection

Figure 4.3 zooms in on the heterodyne detection scheme. The pump and probe beam, and the reference beam are overlapped in the 50/50 beam splitter. Before that, a delay line is included in the reference beam path. Thereby the reference pulse can be overlapped temporally with the probe pulse. Finally the balanced detector measures the two quadratures from the 50/50 beam splitter.

At this point, the reference beam has been overlapped with the 40 MHz frequency shifted pump beam and the 39 MHz frequency shifted probe beam. Before we look at the beating frequencies of the heterodyne signal, an additional important property of the light from the OPA has to be mentioned. Due to the 295 kHz repetition rate of the laser, the spectrum of the pulse-train will have fringes separated by 295 kHz. Therefore, the beating frequency
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Figure 4.3: Zoom of the heterodyne detection scheme. The reference pulse delay can be adjusted such as to temporally overlap the reference and probe. The probe and reference pulses are spatially overlapped in the 50/50 beam splitter and the two quadratures are detected in the balanced detector.

Figure 4.3: Zoom of the heterodyne detection scheme. The reference pulse delay can be adjusted such as to temporally overlap the reference and probe. The probe and reference pulses are spatially overlapped in the 50/50 beam splitter and the two quadratures are detected in the balanced detector.

spectrum of the overlapped pump, probe and reference, generated from the mixing of the 40 MHz and 39 MHz together, and with the nonshifted reference, will contain a multitude of 295 kHz separated beating frequencies. Figure 4.4 shows a schematic illustration the shifted probe and reference spectra. The 39 MHz shifting corresponds to a shift of 132 fringes (132 \( \cdot 295 \text{ kHz} \)) plus 60 kHz. Therefore the lowest beating frequency between the probe and reference will be 60 kHz, being the beating between nearest reference fringe on the right side of the probe fringe. The beating modes will then be spaced from the 60 kHz with a whole multiple of 295 kHz (shown in Figure 4.4). Beating between the nearest reference fringe to the left side of a probe fringe will be at 295 kHz-60 kHz=235 kHz, and then the following beating frequencies will be at 235 kHz + n\( \cdot 295 \text{ kHz} \), where n is a whole positive number.

The two lowest beating frequencies between the pump and reference will be at 120 kHz and 175 kHz. Beating between the pump and probe will be at 115 kHz and 180 kHz.

The 60 kHz beating intensity between the probe and reference in the one arm of the balanced detection scheme, can be written as

\[
I_1 = \frac{1}{2} P_{\text{reference}} + \frac{1}{2} P_{\text{probe}} + \\
+ \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{P_{\text{reference}} P_{\text{probe}}} \cos [2\pi \cdot 60k\text{Hz} \cdot t + \phi_{\text{reference}} + \phi_{\text{probe}}] \tag{4.1}
\]

where \( P_{\text{reference}} \), \( P_{\text{probe}} \), \( \phi_{\text{reference}} \) and \( \phi_{\text{probe}} \) are the reference power, probe power, optical phase of the probe and reference, respectively [57]. In the second
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Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of the reference and probe frequency spectra. The 39 MHz frequency shift of the probe pulse spectrum with respect to the reference pulse spectrum corresponds to 132 times 295 kHz plus 60 kHz. The lowest beating frequency is therefore 60 kHz and all other beating frequencies are spaced from the 60 kHz by at whole multiple of 295 kHz.

In the arm of the balanced detection, the intensity is

\[
I_2 = \frac{1}{2} P_{\text{reference}} + \frac{1}{2} P_{\text{probe}} + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{P_{\text{reference}} P_{\text{probe}}} \sin [2\pi \cdot 60 kHz \cdot t + \phi_{\text{reference}} + \phi_{\text{probe}}]
\]

(4.2)

The detectors in the two arms are balanced with respect to the reference and probe, therefore the current from the balanced detector will be

\[
i(t) = \frac{2e\eta}{h\nu} \sqrt{2P_{\text{reference}} P_{\text{probe}}} \cos [2\pi \cdot 60 kHz \cdot t + \phi_{\text{reference}} + \phi_{\text{probe}} + \pi/4]
\]

(4.3)

where \(e\) is the elementary particle charge, \(\eta\) the detection efficiency, \(h\) Planck’s constant and \(\nu\) the optical carrier frequency. Since the reference beam intensity is constant, equation 4.3 states that, if the beating signal at 60 kHz is detected, any change in the current amplitude will be proportional to the change in probe amplitude. A change in the phase of the 60 kHz signal will be equal to a change in the optical phase of the probe, again because the phase of the reference is constant.

To measure the amplitude and phase of the 60 kHz heterodyne signal, the current from the balanced detector is amplified in a current pre-amplifier and subsequently the voltage output is measured in a dual phase lock-in amplifier. The 60 kHz electrical reference to the lock-in amplifier is generated by down mixing a 39 MHz reference from the probe AOM driver, with the 132th harmonic of the RegA TTL signal.
In conclusion, by selectively detecting at 60 kHz, the lock-in measures the amplitude and phase of the probe. Only the probe signal is detected, even when the pump and probe are temporally overlapped, due to the different beating frequencies between the pump and reference, and probe and reference.
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Chapter 5

Electrical modulation of absorption and refractive index

The measurements presented in this chapter contribute to the investigation on using the waveguide electroabsorber as an EAM. A new technique based on the heterodyne detection scheme will be presented and used to measure the amplitude and phase transfer functions of the EAMs as function of the reverse bias and the wavelength. In chapter 3, the transmission as function of reverse bias and wavelength was investigated with respect to extinction ratio and insertion loss. The additional knowledge of the phase transfer function of the EAM, enables the calculation of the pulse chirp generated by electrically modulating the absorption. Optimum operation points with respect to the pulse extinction ratio, pulse chirp and component insertion loss can then be derived from the measurements.

The chapter is composed as follows. First, an introduction and a definition of the terms chirp and $\alpha_H$-parameter will be given. Thereafter a section will focus on the specific considerations when applying the heterodyne set-up for this kind of experiment. The results will be presented and discussed with respect to optimal points for operation of the EAMs. The strongholds of this new technique will be discussed with respect to techniques reported in the literature. Finally, a simpler, but improved technique for characterizing the component chirp, still based on the heterodyne detection scheme is proposed.
5.1. Pulse chirp

5.1.1 The phase and refractive index

In general terms, the optical field after propagation through the EAM can be expressed as

\[ E(t) = A(t)e^{i\phi(t)} \]

(5.1)

where \( A \) is the field amplitude, \( \phi \) is the phase. The field amplitude is

\[ A(t) = A_0 e^{-\alpha(t)t/2} \]

(5.2)

where \( A_0 \) is the field amplitude before the component, \( \alpha(t) \) is the material absorption and \( l \) the component length. The time variation comes from the temporally modulated reverse bias applied to the component. All passive losses are omitted from the expression. In a frame travelling with the speed of the optical carrier frequency, the phase can expressed as

\[ \phi(t) = -2\pi\nu_0 t + \tilde{\phi}(t) \]

(5.3)

where \( \nu_0 \) is the optical carrier frequency (~293 THz for 1550 nm) and \( \tilde{\phi}(t) \) is the additional phase acquired by propagation through the component. The additional phase depends on the modal refractive index of the component

\[ \tilde{\phi}(t) = \frac{2\pi\nu_0 l}{c} n(t) \]

(5.4)

where \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum and \( n(t) \) is the modal refractive index depending, through the bias modulation, on the time. The frequency of the optical field is given by

\[ \nu(t) = -\frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{d\phi(t)}{dt} = \nu_0 + \delta\nu(t) \]

(5.5)

where

\[ \delta\nu(t) = -\frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{d\tilde{\phi}}{dt} = -\frac{2\pi\nu_0 l}{c} \frac{dn(t)}{dt} \]

(5.6)

is defined as the instantaneous frequency deviation from the carrier frequency [57]. A change in the refractive index with time therefore results in a modulation of the frequency. An optical pulse generated by modulating the absorption in the EAM is said to be chirped, if the instantaneous frequency varies with time, that is, \( dn/\text{dt} \neq 0 \).

The magnitude and the sign of the instantaneous frequency deviation are important figures together with the temporal intensity profile, when discussing
the pulse propagation in optical fibers. They determine the width of the pulse spectrum and the temporal distribution of the spectral components, which will be redistributed when propagated in the dispersive fiber. This results in either a broadening or a narrowing of the pulse, depending on the shape of the chirp and the dispersion in the fiber. If the frequency is red-shifted in the leading part of the pulse and blue-shifted in the latter part of the pulse, the pulse is so-called negatively chirped. In the opposite case the pulse is so-called positively chirped. A negatively chirped pulse will initially be temporally compressed in a fiber with anomalous dispersion, such as a standard single mode fiber at 1550 nm. Eventually, the pulse will broaden from the point where group velocity dispersion has completely compensated the initial chirp. For all propagation distances, the positively chirped pulse will broaden. Therefore, the generation of a pulse with as low positive chirp as possible or better, a negatively chirp pulse, is advantageous.

5.1.2 The $\alpha_H$-parameter

The ability of a transmitter to generate pulses with low positive, or negative chirp is traditionally described by its linewidth enhancement factor, also called the $\alpha_H$-parameter [16, 58]. The $\alpha_H$-parameter is defined as the ratio between change in the real ($\chi_R$) and the imaginary part ($\chi_I$) of the susceptibility following an external perturbation

$$\alpha_H = \frac{\Delta\chi_R}{\Delta\chi_I} = \frac{4\pi n_0 \Delta n}{c \Delta\alpha}$$

The second equality comes from following the derivations in [59] (explicitly derived in Appendix A). Per definition, the $\alpha_H$-parameter is a small-signal parameter and was used (introduced) by Henry in 1982 in the explanation of the spectral linewidth of semiconductor lasers due to fluctuations in the refractive index [60]. Notice, that the $\alpha_H$-parameter is independent of the EAM length. Generally, an $\alpha_H \neq 0$, states that a change in the material absorption will be accompanied with a change in the refractive index. In the case of an EAM, the external perturbation providing the refractive index and absorption change is the reverse bias. If the $\alpha_H$-parameter is nonzero, the pulses generated by the EAM will be chirped. For the application of the EAM as an intensity modulator, it is preferable that $\alpha_H$ is small or even better, negative. The smaller the magnitude, the more narrow the pulse spectrum. A negative $\alpha_H$-parameter corresponds to an increase in the index for decreasing absorption. Therefore, when a pulse is generated using an intensity modulator with a negative $\alpha_H$-parameter, the pulse generated will be negatively chirped. For a positive $\alpha_H$-parameter the pulse chirp becomes positive (see Figure 5.1).
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The small-signal $\alpha_H$-parameter is generally dependent on the bias applied to the EAM [61]. In an effort to describe the chirp on the signal generated in a large signal regime by a single $\alpha_H$-parameter, so-called effective $\alpha_H$-parameters have been proposed [62, 63]. Using a single effective $\alpha_H$-parameter is more convenient and can in many cases provide the customer with adequate information on the chirp generated by using the component. Another reason for the introduction of the effective $\alpha_H$-parameter is the multiple measurement techniques available. Some of them are large signal techniques, however providing only a single $\alpha_H$-parameter [64, 65]. The most common techniques will be presented and discussed in relation to the heterodyne technique in section 5.8. The "3 dB" $\alpha_H$-parameter, $\alpha_H^{3dB}$, is defined as the $\alpha_H$-parameter at the bias corresponding to a 3 dB reduction of the intensity in the "on"-state [64]. The $\alpha_H^{3dB}$-parameter is useful, as the main frequency chirp is typically generated at approximately this point. Another effective $\alpha_H$ is defined as

$$\alpha_H^{on-off} = \frac{4\pi v_0 n_{on} - n_{off}}{c \alpha_{on} - \alpha_{off}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)$$

being the "on"-"off" $\alpha_H$-parameter [63]. Here, $n_{on}$ and $\alpha_{on}$ are the refractive index and absorption at the "on"-state of the EAM, respectively. The refractive index and absorption at the "off"-state are represented by $n_{off}$ and $\alpha_{off}$, respectively. Acknowledging the fact that the chirp experienced at the low
intensity part of the pulse has less importance than the chirp experienced during the strong intensity part of the pulse, Dorgeuille et al. proposed yet another effective $\alpha_H$-parameter, the $\alpha_{on-3dB}$-parameter

$$\alpha_{on-3dB} = \frac{4\pi l_0 n_{on} - n_{3dB}}{c \cdot \alpha_{on} - \alpha_{3dB}}$$

(5.9)

where $n_{3dB}$ and $\alpha_{3dB}$ are the refractive index and absorption, at which the intensity is reduced 3 dB with respect to the "on"-state [61].

From the measurements reported in this chapter the full $\alpha_H$-parameter dependence on the reverse bias is calculated. Hence, it is possible to evaluate if a single effective $\alpha_H$-parameter can represent the chirping characteristics of the EAM.

### 5.2 Experimental set-up

In the previous chapter, a full description of the heterodyne pump-probe set-up was presented. For the measurement of the amplitude and phase transfer functions of the component, the pump pulses are not used. The change of the probe amplitude and phase is only due to changes in the reverse bias applied to the component. Figure 5.2 shows a schematic illustration of the essential part of the set-up. The component is inserted in the one arm of a free-space Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The light deflected and frequency shifted, enters the one arm of the interferometer and is coupled into the component. The non deflected light enters the time delay such as to temporally overlap the pulses from the two arms in the beam splitter (BS) before detection.
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To modulate the bias applied to the EAM a function generator is used, see Figure 5.3. The voltage is swept using a saw-tooth shape with a frequency of 60 Hz. The lock-in amplifier, detecting the heterodyne signal, has analog outputs proportional to the amplitude ($R$) and phase ($\phi$) measured. By feeding these into two separate channels in an oscilloscope, triggered by the function generator, the amplitude and phase transfer functions of the EAM can be monitored online. The coupling into and out of the component is then optimized by monitoring both the detected signal magnitude and extinction ratio as function of the reverse bias. The time constant on the lock-in was chosen in the order of a few hundred $\mu$s, to ensure an acceptable sampling rate.

Instead of storing the analog signals proportional to the amplitude and the phase on the computer, it is advantageous to store the analog signals proportional to the in-phase ($X$) and out-of-phase ($Y$) quadratures. From the $X$ and $Y$, the phase change can be calculated directly without knowing the conversion factor between the analog signal proportional to the phase and the phase itself.

The relation between the amplitude ($A$) and phase ($\phi$) and the measured $X$ and $Y$ is

$$A = \sqrt{X^2 + Y^2}, \quad \phi = \arctan(X/Y)$$

(5.10)

The dynamical range of the 8-bit analog to digital converter in the oscilloscope corresponds to a maximum measurable extinction ratio of 24 dB ($10 \log(2^8)$). However, since the amplitude, and not the intensity transmission is measured, an actual intensity transmission change of 48 dB is measurable.
Figure 5.4: a) The measured component intensity transfer curve, b) The measured phase transfer curve, showing an increase in the phase for increasing reverse bias until -2.7 V. Hereafter the phase decreases again. From the phase measurement the index change is calculated and shown as the second axis in the plot.

within one sensitivity scale. The dynamical range of the 16-bit analog-to-digital converter of the lock-in-amplifier is 48 dB which corresponds to a maximally measurable intensity variation using one sensitivity scale of 96 dB. The acquisition of the data is done, using a Labview program on a computer connected to the oscilloscope via a standard GPIB bus.

5.3 Measurement at 1550 nm

In Figure 5.4 is seen the measured transfer function for the component transmission and the phase as function of the reverse bias. The heterodyne detection is not calibrated to give the absolute transmission through the component, only the relative change is measured. The component is the same high barrier EAM on which absorption spectra in chapter 3 were measured. The insertion loss at 0 V is found from the absolute transmission measurements presented in Chapter 3. The center wavelength of the probe pulse was 1550 nm. The probe pulse was shaped in the pulshaper and had a 1 ps intensity-FWHM. In Figure 5.5 both the measured second harmonic autocorrelation trace of the pulse and the measured spectrum are shown. The narrow spectrum is advantageous because of the increased spectral resolution of the experiment. The probe pulse energy
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Figure 5.5: Measured probe pulse spectrum (left graph) and pulse autocorrelation (right graph). The spectral width is 5 nm and the pulse intensity FWHM is 1 ps and is well fitted with a Gaussian pulse shape.

was set to 0.3 pJ, which was low enough not to bleach the absorption. The accumulation or averaging time for the measurement was approximately 10 seconds.

As expected, from the measurement presented in Chapter 3, the absorption is increased with the reverse bias. The extinction ratio is more than 20 dB for a 10 V swing. This is more than measured in chapter 3 and probably due to a lower amount of scattered light. The measured phase transfer function in Figure 5.4 b) shows the strength of this technique. The measurement technique provides a high resolution and high sensitivity measurement of the phase change of the probe, induced by changing the reverse bias. In Figure 5.4 b) it is observed, that the phase increases with increasing reverse bias until -2.7 V, from where the phase decreases again. The maximum phase change is 0.7 rad or 40 deg. Knowing the length of the component, the modal refractive index change is calculated, using equation (5.4) on page 42, and is shown on the second axis in Figure 5.4 b). The maximum refractive index change, observed at -2.7 V is $6.7 \cdot 10^{-4}$.

A simplified picture can be used to understand the behavior of the refractive index as a function of the reverse bias. The absorption spectrum is described, as shown in Figure 5.6, as being zero below the absorption edge and a constant above [66]. The schematic refractive index spectrum is also shown in Figure
5.6. For an increasing reverse bias, the absorption edge is red-shifted and so is the refractive index spectrum. If the wavelength of the probe is on the low energy side of the refractive index resonance, a red-shift of the absorption edge initially increases the refractive index and thereby the phase of the light at the output of the component. This region is indicated by "a" in Figure 5.6. If the bias is increased further, the refractive index will reach the peak of the resonance and afterwards decrease again, indicated as "b". This explains the initial increase and following decrease in the phase with increased reverse bias. A similar presentation of the refractive index dynamics is also given by Dorgeuille et al. [61]. Asymmetry of the refractive index change around -2.7 V can not be explained by the simple "box"-model. The explanation is likely to include the fact that the refractive index resonance is broadened as the reverse bias is increased. This is because the absorption edge becomes less abrupt with increasing reverse bias. To discuss the magnitude and shape of the phase change in more details the actual absorption spectrum as function of bias has to be known. Section 5.7 reports on the application of the calculated absorption spectra to calculate the refractive index change.

From the index curve, two distinct regimes of operation of the component can be found. Operation of the component between -2.7 V and 0 V will give a positive chirp and operation below -2.7 V will give a negative chirp. It can be concluded that the $\alpha_H$-parameter is not constant with bias. The $\alpha_H$-parameter is calculated from the measured data using

$$\alpha_H(V) = -\frac{2d\phi/dV}{d(ln(I))/dV}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)$$

where $I$ is the intensity at the output of the component. Note, that only the transmission change in necessary for the calculation and not the absolute intensity, see also Appendix A. Taking the derivative of the measured data can not be done directly because of the noise. Therefore a smoothing of both the measured and derived data is necessary. The approximately 1000 measurement points per curve ensures a good smoothing of the data. Figure 5.7 shows the $\alpha_H$-parameter.

The $\alpha_H$-parameter is positive above -2.7 V and negative below. From ~1 V to 0 V reverse bias the $\alpha_H$-parameter increases drastically going from 1.6 to 10. Since the phase transfer function is approximately linear in this regime, the reason for the important increase in the $\alpha_H$-parameter is the reduced absorption dependence on the bias close to 0 V. Below -4 V of bias the $\alpha_H$-parameter is approximately constant with an average value of -1.

Reported $\alpha_H$-parameters measured on EAMs show a great variation. The $\alpha_H$-parameter depends on the material system [6], the polarization [6], the wavelength [61], the bias [67] and strain [68]. It is therefore very difficult to make a comparative analysis between our results and results from the literature.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic illustration of the physics behind the measured refractive index change. If the operation wavelength is below the absorption edge, an increase in the reverse bias will initially increase the refractive index, indicated by the "a"-arrow. If the reverse bias is increased further, the edge can red-shift enough to enter the "b"-region where the refractive index decreases again. The illustration is inspired by Figure 1 in [66].
Figure 5.7: The $\alpha_H$-parameter calculated using equation (5.11) with the measured transmission and phase transfer functions shown in Figure 5.4 as input.

However, in general the $\alpha_H$-parameter lies between -3 to 3. Devaux et al. report on a bias dependent $\alpha_H$-parameter ranging from 3 at 0 V to -2.2 at 1.5 V reverse bias, measured by the fiber-response technique [69]. The component is a 13 period, 12 nm-thick InGaAsP/6-nm-thick InGaAsP MQW waveguide electroabsorption modulator. The wavelength of operation was 1540 nm. The change in absorption accompanying the 1.5 V increase in bias was $\sim 25$ dB for a 100 $\mu$m long component, somewhat higher than for our components. The form of $\alpha_H$-parameter curve as function of reverse bias is qualitatively the same as reported here, being positive for low reverse biases while crossing zero and going negative for increased reversed biases. The material absorption at which the $\alpha_H$-parameter crosses zero is 10 dB/100-$\mu$m, whereas only 4 dB/100-$\mu$m for the component reported on here.

Operation of the component, investigated here, with the "on"-state at 0 V is not advantageous for two reasons. First, the absorption change between 1 and 0 V reverse bias is only 0.8 dB while the highest slope is 2.9 dB/V at -2 V. Therefore, from the point of view of reduction of the drive voltage, operation below 1 V of reverse bias is advantageous. Secondly, the large and positive $\alpha_H$-parameter close to 0 V will add significantly to the pulse chirp. The $\alpha_H$-parameter is less than 1.6 below 1 V of reverse bias and therefore operation of the component below 1 V is also advantageous chirp-wise. However, operation
5.4 Calculation of the chirp

When the full amplitude and phase transfer function is measured, it can be used to calculate the response of the component to a fast modulation of the reverse bias. The calculated intensity waveforms and chirp give a simple and intuitive description of the optimum operation conditions.

The chirp on the optical signal generated by electrically modulating the EAM depends on the waveform of the electrical signal. This is because the rise and fall times of the modulation influence the speed at which the refractive index is changed with time and therefore the chirp. To get the right waveform for the calculation, a 10 Gb/s NRZ, 3 Vpp electrical signal from a test-set is measured. The pattern is shown in Figure 5.8. The bit pattern represents the bit series of 011001010. Only the bit pattern 010 is of interest, since the rise...
and fall times are the same for all bits. To simplify the calculations, a super Gaussian fit of the 010 pattern was used instead of the measured data, see Figure 5.8. The fitted super Gaussian function is defined as

\[ V(t) = A \exp\left(-t^2/\tau^2\right) - A_0 \]  

(5.12)

where \( A = 3 \) V, \( \tau = 70 \) ps, \( c = 1.8 \) and \( A_0 = 3 \).

The transfer curves presented in Figure 5.4 represent the static response of the component to an applied reverse bias. To be able to use these transfer curves when calculating the response of the component to a bias modulation with a 10 Gbit/s NRZ signal, the modulation bandwidth of the component has to be larger than 5 GHz. If the bandwidth is strongly decreased with frequency, due to for example carrier pileup, the extrapolation from the static to the dynamic regime is not possible. Figure 5.9 shows the small-signal optical response of a packaged EAM, similar to the one investigated here, as function of the electrical modulation frequency. At -0.5 V the 3 dB bandwidth is approximately 26 GHz while for -2 V and up to -4 V the 3 dB bandwidth is approximately constant with a value of 33 GHz. The fact that the bandwidth initially increases with reverse bias states that the component might be limited by carrier sweep-out at low biases, where the escape time from the quantum wells is long. The constant bandwidth at higher reverse bias indicates that, either the carrier sweep out time is constant or that the optical response of the component speed is limited otherwise. The 3 dB bandwidth, beyond 30 GHz for a reverse bias above 2 V is well above the 5 GHz necessary to use the static measurements to calculate the 10 Gb/s response of the component.

The intensity transmission response is calculated from the fitted time dependent bias, \( V(t) \), and the measured bias dependent transmission in dB, \( T(V(t)) \)

\[ I(t) = I_0 10^{\log_{10}(T(V(t))/10)} \]  

(5.13)

where the \( I_0 \) is the intensity at the input of the component. The instantaneous frequency deviation, \( \delta \tilde{\nu}(t) \), is calculated from the fitted time dependent bias, \( V(t) \), and the measured bias dependent phase, \( \phi(V) \)

\[ \delta \tilde{\nu}(t) = -\frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{d\phi(V(t))}{dt} \]  

(5.14)

In Figure 5.10 the response of the device is shown for three different bias offsets. The peak-peak bias swing is 3 V and the bias offsets are -1.5 V, -2.5 V and -4.5 V. Modulation with a 3 V_{pp} and a -1.5 V bias offset gives -3 V as the "off"-state and 0 V as the "on"-state.

If the attention is initially set on the pulse shape, it is observed that the width of the pulse depends on the bias offset. At -1.5 V of bias offset, the intensity-FWHM is 122 ps compared to 98 ps and 108 ps at -2.5 V and -4.5
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Figure 5.9: Measured small-signal response of a packaged EAM. The arrows indicate the point at which the optical response is reduced by 3 dB. Data kindly provided by L. Oxenløwe (SCOOP/COM).

V, respectively. The FWHM of the electrical signal is 112 ps. It is of course advantageous to have pulses generated with as narrow widths as possible with the applied modulation signal, since the following dispersion in the fiber will add to the pulse width, which will eventually broaden into the neighboring bit slots. As function of the applied offset bias the extinction ratio of the pulses also varies. The extinction ratio of the pulses are 6.5 dB, 8.2 dB and 5.5 dB for the offset bias of -1.5 V, -2.5 V and -4.5 V, respectively. The specification the extinction ratio to be higher than 7 dB, mentioned in Chapter 3, states that for the three cases shown in Figure 5.10, only the -2.5 V offset bias is acceptable. Both the low pulse width and the high extinction ratio are explained by the high slope of the transmission as function of bias in this bias region. Operation with the "on"-state bias below 0 V adds to the insertion loss of the component. The increased absorption loss of 0.8 dB should be acceptable compared to the above mentioned advantages gained by operating the component at -2.5 V compared to -1.5 V of offset bias.

By exclusively looking at the pulse chirp in Figure 5.10, the optimal operation point of the component would be at -4.5 V of offset bias. At this point the pulse is negatively chirped. The anomalous dispersion in a standard single mode fiber will initially compress the pulse. The maximum instantaneous frequency deviation in the leading edge is ~1 GHz and ~ -1 GHz in the trailing edge. The symmetry of the electrical modulation around zero time results in an equally sized, but oppositely signed instantaneous frequency deviation in the leading and trailing edge. The maximum instantaneous frequency deviation is
Figure 5.10: The calculated response of the high barrier EAM to a 10 Gb/s NRZ modulation. The amplitude of the electrical modulation is 3 $V_{pp}$. Depending on the offset bias, the chirp and waveform changes. The highest pulse extinction ratio and the narrowest pulse are observed with an offset bias of -2.5 V. The best pulse chirp, being negative, is observed for an offset bias of -4.5 V.
5.4. Calculation of the chirp

Figure 5.11: Comparison between the calculated chirp from $\alpha_{\text{on}}^{3\text{dB}} = 0.42$, $\alpha_{\text{on-off}}^{\text{3dB}} = 0.96$, $\alpha_{\text{on-off}}^{\text{3dB}} = 2.2$ and the measured $\alpha_{H}(V)$. The bias swing is 3 V_{pp} and the bias offset is -1.5 V. It is clearly observed that none of the effective $\alpha_{H}$-parameters parameterize the chirp well.

therefore adequately described by a single value, namely ~1 GHz.

Operation at -2.5 V of bias offset with a bias swing of 3 V results in an $\alpha_{H}$-parameter varying from negative to positive. This is observed as an initial red-shift of the frequency of 0.7 GHz followed by a blue-shift of 2 GHz in the leading edge of the pulse. The blue-shift of the leading edge and the following red-shift of the trailing edge will broaden the pulse in a fiber standard single mode fiber, therefore operation at -4.5 V of offset bias is advantageous, chirp-wise, compared to operating at -2.5.

At -1.5 V of offset bias the $\alpha_{H}$-parameter is mainly positive. The large $\alpha_{H}$-parameters, accompanying an operation close to 0 V results in a positively chirped pulse with a maximum instantaneous frequency deviation of ~4 GHz.

The curves presented in Figure 5.10 clearly shows the importance of being able to characterize the full amplitude and phase transfer functions. To describe the component by one single effective $\alpha_{H}$-parameter seems difficult. Even in the case where it is possible, it is still necessary to know either the phase transfer function or the transmission transfer function to understand, if the signal degradation after a fiber transmission is due to an initially broad pulse, low pulse extinction ratio, pulse chirp or all of the above mentioned. The chirp of the pulse generated with -2.5 V of offset bias can not be described by a
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single effective $\alpha_H$-parameter, since it has to be both positive and negative at the same time, and $\alpha_H = 0$ will not describe the chirp well either. At -4.5 V of bias offset, the $\alpha_H$-parameter is not varying much and could, to a certain extent be represented by a constant $\alpha_H$-parameter. Especially interesting is the operation at -1.5 V of offset bias. During the voltage swing the $\alpha_H$-parameter varies from -0.2 to 10, as described in the previous section. Figure 5.11 shows the calculated chirp generated for the different effective $\alpha_H$-parameters defined in section 5.1.2.

There are no effective $\alpha_H$-parameters representing the actual chirp well. The $\alpha_{H -3dB}$-parameter is equal to 0.42. Using that as the effective $\alpha_H$-parameter underestimates the instantaneous frequency deviation. The $\alpha_{on -3dB}$-parameter is equal to 0.96 and fits quite well the size of the actual instantaneous frequency deviation. The $\alpha_{off -3dB}$-parameter is equal to 2.2 and strongly overestimates the real instantaneous frequency deviation. In all cases the shape of the instantaneous frequency deviation can not be represented by the effective $\alpha_H$-parameters. It can be concluded that one has to be very cautious when describing the chirping properties of this component by a single effective $\alpha_H$-parameter. This applies to EAMs in general because of their strongly bias dependent $\alpha_H$-parameter.

5.5 Measurements at different wavelengths

The $\alpha_H$-parameter depends both on the bias and the wavelength [69]. Figure 5.12 shows the dependence of the insertion loss and phase transfer functions for three wavelengths, namely 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm. At first it is observed, as expected from the discussion in Chapter 3, that the steepest insertion loss slope is found at the lowest wavelength (1535 nm). Operation at this wavelength is therefore advantageous with respect to a reduction of the drive voltage and the pulse width. However, operation with for example 1 V as the "on"-state, advantageous for operation of the component at 1550 nm, will give an insertion loss of 8 dB at 1535 dB compared to 6 dB and 5.1 dB at 1550 nm and 1580 nm, respectively.

From the measured phase transfer function it is observed, that the bias at which the maximum phase change is attained, depends on the wavelength. The bias points are -1.9 V, -2.6 V and -3.6 V for 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm, respectively. The increase of the reverse bias to attain the maximum phase change is explained by the increased red-shift of the band edge necessary to move the refractive index peak (as function of the wavelength) past the probe wavelength, see Figure 5.6. This will inevitably increase the bias offset necessary to reduce the positive chirp. The maximum refractive index change attainable is increased with the wavelength. This is probably because the refractive index is lowered as the wavelength is moved away from the absorption...
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Figure 5.12: a) The measured component transmission and b) phase transfer functions for the three wavelengths 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm. The component has the high barrier epitaxial structure. See text for discussion.

edge (see Figure 5.6). A higher increase in the refractive index is then possible when the reverse bias is increased. However, the broadening of the refractive index resonance with reverse bias also comes into play. It is therefore difficult to give a intuitive explanation of the observed refractive index change with reverse bias. However, it will be shown later in this chapter, the refractive index change calculated from the calculated absorption spectra can reproduce the trends observed experimentally.

In Figure 5.13 the calculated $\alpha_H$-parameters from the measured data for the three wavelengths are shown. Because of the low dependence of the transmission with the reverse bias ($dT/dV \sim 0$), the $\alpha_H$-parameter for the wavelength of 1580 nm is not well defined between -0.5 V and 0 V. The $\alpha_H$-parameter at 1535 nm is lower than for 1550 nm and 1580 nm in the 0 to -4 V region and is thereby proclaiming an improved performance of the component at this wavelength. Actually the slope of the phase change is steeper in the positive $\alpha_H$-parameter region at 1535 nm than at 1550 nm and 1580 nm. However, the increased slope of the insertion loss in this region ensures a lower $\alpha_H$-parameter. The noise on the $\alpha_H$-parameter inhibits an exact determination of the value above 4 V of reverse bias. However, the $\alpha_H$-parameters lie all between approximately 0 and -2.

The results are, trend-wise, in agreement with the $\alpha_H$-parameters measured
Figure 5.13: The $\alpha_H$-parameter calculated from the measurements for the wavelengths 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm. As expected, the shorter the wavelength the lower the $\alpha_H$-parameter, as observed below 4 V of reverse bias. Above 4 V of reverse bias a precise determination of the $\alpha_H$-parameter is difficult due to the noise.

by Dorgeuille et al. in an InGaAsP MQW EAM [61]. The $\alpha_H$-parameter is reported to increase at zero bias with increasing wavelength, and the reverse bias point at which the $\alpha_H$-parameter changes sign increases with the wavelength.

As in the previous section, the intensity waveform and the chirp can be directly calculated from the measured transfer functions. Figure 5.14 shows the intensity waveform and chirp for the wavelengths 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm. The electrical signal is the 10 Gb/s NRZ signal used previously. The bias offset is -2.5 V. The bias offset for the calculation is chosen because it produced the best pulse, intensity-wise, at 1550 nm. The maximum positive instantaneous frequency deviation generated at the leading edge is in all three cases equal to ~2 GHz. The maximum negative instantaneous frequency deviation generated at the leading edge is 1.8 GHz, 1 GHz and 0.2 GHz at 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm, respectively. The negative chirp will initially compress the pulse, and since the positive chirp is the same in all three cases, the optimum operation wavelength, chirp-wise, is 1535 nm. The intensity waveform of the signal is also best at 1535 nm, explained by the steep insertion loss transfer curve. The extinction ratio at 1535 nm is 10 dB, while 8.2 dB and only 5.3 dB at 1550 nm and 1580 nm, respectively. It can therefore be concluded from the measurements that, operation of this component close to the absorption edge is advantageous, not only with respect to the extinction ratio, but also the chirp. The penalty is however an increased insertion loss of 2 dB going from 1550 nm to 1535 nm.
Figure 5.14: The calculated response of the high barrier EAM to a 10 Gb/s NRZ modulation. The calculation is based on the measured transmission and phase transfer curves. The amplitude of the electrical modulation is 3 V\textsubscript{pp} and the offset bias is -2.5 V. Depending on the wavelength, the chirp and waveform changes. Of the three wavelengths, the highest pulse extinction ratio is found at 1535 nm. See the text for the discussion of the chirp.
5.6 Comparison between the low barrier and high barrier components

Until now, the intensity and phase transfer function have been measured as function of the bias and the wavelength on a high barrier component. In this section the measurement on a low barrier component will be compared to the measurement presented on the high barrier component. The comparison will not only be between the bias dependent absorption as in Chapter 3, but now also between the refractive index change and the $\alpha_H$-parameter. The component with low barriers is the same on which the measurements in Chapter 3 were performed.

Figure 5.15 shows the transmission and phase transfer curves for the low barrier component, at 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm. When Figure 5.12 a) and Figure 5.15 a) is compared it can be concluded that the slopes of the transmission transfer function are steeper for the low barrier component than for the high barrier component. For example, a 10 dB of extinction ratio at 1535 nm can be generated by 1.6 V bias swing for the low barrier component ("on"-state at 0 V bias, optimum for this component), while 2.8 V is necessary for the
high barrier component ("on"-state at -1 V bias, optimum for this component). However, the insertion loss is higher for the low barrier component than for the high barrier component. The insertion loss is for example 12.1 dB at 1535 nm, when operating the low barrier component with the "on"-state at 0 V. This should be compared to 7.5 dB when operating the high barrier component with the "on"-state at -1 V. The component with low barriers is over all better than the high barrier component, with respect to the extinction ratio for a given drive voltage. The high barrier component is preferable compared to low barrier component, when considering the insertion loss. In chapter 3 the passive insertion loss of high barrier component was found to be 4.8 dB while 10.5 dB for the low barrier component. Therefore the insertion loss difference between the low barrier and the high barrier components is mainly due to the waveguide quality and not to the active material. An improved processing of the low barrier component should be able to reduce the passive losses down to the 4.8 dB measured for the high barrier component. At 1535 nm the insertion loss would then be 6.6 dB. For an anti-reflection coated component the insertion loss would be reduced to 3.6 dB. This shows, that the low barrier component can potentially also be better than the high barrier component with respect to the insertion loss.

In Figure 5.15 b) the phase transfer functions of the low barrier component is shown together with the refractive index change. As for the high barrier component, an initial increase in the phase with increased reverse bias is observed and followed by a decrease. The bias point at which the phase begins to decrease again also increases with wavelength.

Figure 5.16 shows the $\alpha_H$-parameter for the component with low barriers. The $\alpha_H$-parameter is generally smaller than for the high barrier component. The reduced $\alpha_H$-parameter at 0 V is primarily caused by the steeper insertion loss slope. The lower $\alpha_H$-parameter states that the low barrier component is preferable chirp-wise.

Compared to the absorption spectra measurements presented in Chapter 3, the measurements presented in this chapter show that properties of the high and low barrier components differ quite a lot. The steeper transfer curve for the low barrier component compared to the high barrier component, could agree with the larger red-shift per unit field, expected for the low barrier component. Why this is not observed from the absorption spectra measurements presented in the previous chapter is not understood.

From calculation examples of the chirp and intensity waveform it is difficult to give a general picture of the optimal operation points of the two components. The points to include in such a discussion are the insertion loss, the drive voltage, the bias offset, the wavelength and the optical system in which the signal is transmitted. Therefore, an analysis of the performances of the components with respect to optimum operation conditions should be done with a simulation.
Figure 5.16: The $\alpha_H$-parameter calculated from the measurements for the wavelengths 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm. See text for discussion.

of the component in a full transmission system.

### 5.7 Calculation of the refractive index change for the low barrier component

In Chapter 3 it was shown, that the calculated absorption spectra fitted the measured spectra quite well for the low barrier component. It is therefore interesting to investigate if the refractive index change, calculated from the spectra, also shows the dynamics described in the previous sections. Figure 5.17 shows the calculated absorption changes in the 1500 to 1600 nm range together with calculated refractive index changes. The refractive index change is calculated by making a Kramers-Kronig transformation of the absorption change spectra,

$$
\Delta n(\omega) = \frac{c}{\pi} \, PV \int_0^{\infty} \frac{\Delta \alpha(\omega)}{\omega^2 - \omega_0^2} \, d\omega \tag{5.15}
$$

where $PV$ means that the principal value of the integral is taken [5]. Both calculated and measured absorption spectra have been used to calculate the refractive index change in EAMs [68, 70, 71, 72]. However, it is questionable
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how wide an absorption change spectrum is needed in order to calculate the refractive index change at a specific wavelength. The weight function $\frac{1}{(\omega^2 - \omega^2)}$ reduces the contribution of the absorption change at frequencies away from $\omega$ to the refractive index change at $\omega$. This, together with the fact that the absorption change for energy states high in the band is limited, enables a truncation of the integration.

The refractive index change is calculated from the wavelength dependent absorption, using the Kramers-Kroenig transformation as function of wavelength

$$\Delta n(\lambda) = \frac{\lambda^2}{2\pi^2} \left( \int_{\lambda_1}^{\lambda_2 - \delta \lambda} \frac{\Delta \alpha(\lambda)}{\lambda^2 - \lambda^2} d\lambda + \int_{\lambda + \delta \lambda}^{\lambda_2} \frac{\Delta \alpha(\lambda)}{\lambda^2 - \lambda^2} d\lambda \right)$$

where $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are the start wavelength and end wavelength of the spectrum, respectively. The spectra presented in Chapter 3 have $\lambda_1=1200$ nm and $\lambda_2=2210$ nm. The singularity point at $\lambda = \lambda$ is omitted from the integration by splitting the integration into two integrals, one from $\lambda_1$ to $\lambda - \delta \lambda$ and one from $\lambda + \delta \lambda$ to $\lambda_2$, where $\delta \lambda$ is chosen to be $10^{-5}$ nm. A further decrease in the size of the $\delta \lambda$ does not change the value of the integration, because the absorption change within $2\delta \lambda$ is small. However, a small decrease of 250 nm of the 1010 nm wide absorption spectrum does influence the calculated refractive index change in the 1500-1600 nm range. The effect is a reduction of the overall refractive index change of $3 \cdot 10^{-4}$. This is a non-negligible change of the refractive index and does question the refractive index change measurements reported in the literature based on the Kramers-Kroenig transformation of even narrower absorption spectra [71]. However, the same trends observed experimentally can be reproduced via the calculated absorption spectra.

Figure 5.17 shows that the refractive index change, for a given bias, depends on the wavelength. It is observed that below 1525 nm, the refractive index is decreased with increasing reverse bias. Operation of the EAM below 1525 nm is therefore advantageous chirp-wise, since the $\alpha_H$-parameter is negative for all reverse biases. Above 1575 nm the refractive index changes are all positive and increase with the bias, giving a positive $\alpha_H$-parameter for all reverse biases. In the intermediate region, between 1525 nm and 1575 nm, the maximum index change is found at 4 V of reverse bias, at which point the $\alpha_H$-parameter will go from positive to negative. The experimental data showed that operation at a short wavelength (1535 nm) was advantageous, both extinction ratio and chirp-wise. The optimal operation wavelength of the component is according to the calculations at 1510 nm. At this wavelength there is a maximal extinction ratio per volt and the refractive index change with reverse bias is negative. This observation is important for the EAM, stating that the shape of the absorption change spectra ensures that the wavelength at which the extinction ratio per volt is the highest, is also a wavelength where the $\alpha_H$-parameter is negative.
Figure 5.17: Lower graph: Calculated change in the absorption spectra with respect to 0 V (Calculations by S. Højfeldt (SCOOP/COM)). Upper graph: The accompanying refractive index change spectra. Note that the wavelength where the absorption change is highest (~1510nm) the $\alpha_H$-parameter is negative due to the reduction in refractive index following the increase in reverers bias. This shows that the EAMs can be optimized for both chirp and extinction ratio at the same time.
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Figure 5.18: The refractive index change as function of the bias derived from the calculated absorption spectra for the wavelengths 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm. The trends of the measured refractive index change are recognized.

Therefore, both high pulse extinction ratio and negative chirp is possible in EAMs. The price is however an increase insertion loss, estimated from the calculated absorption curve at 0 V to be \(~5\) dB more than at 1550 nm.

To compare the measured and calculated refractive index changes directly, the calculated refractive index changes at 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm as function of the bias is shown in Figure 5.18. Even though the calculated absorption spectra fitted the measured well, the calculated refractive index change does not fit the measured refractive index change. The reason for the discrepancy is not well understood, but differences between the actual absorption change and the calculated, higher in the band is likely to be the explanation. Due to the limited wavelength range of the measured absorption spectra, this has not been investigated further. However, the magnitude of the refractive index change is comparable to the measured and some of the trends observed from the measured data can be recognized. The refractive index increases initially with increasing reverse bias, but decreases again as the reverse bias is increased further. A higher refractive index change is possible for a longer wavelength. The refractive index change is reduced less after the peak as the wavelength is increased. The shift of the refractive index change peak is not observed. However, the very few points on the curves could mask this effect.
5.8 Discussion of available measurement techniques

During the last 20 years many techniques have surfaced for measuring the chirp, the phase or directly the $\alpha_H$-parameter of external modulators. One of the simplest techniques, conceptually, is a technique where the chirp is measured on a bit pattern by inserting a monochromator between the component and the detector [73]. The bit patterns are stored as function of the wavelength of the monochromator and the full chirp and waveform can afterwards be reconstructed. The $\alpha_H$-parameter can then be calculated from the chirp and the waveform. A high resolution monochromator is necessary to resolve low chirp.

Instead of using a monochromator as the frequency discriminating device, a passive Mach-Zehnder interferometer can be used. The technique is presented in the article by Saunders et al. [64]. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer has a sinusoidal wavelength transfer function. The period of the transfer function is known as the free spectral range and is determined by the path difference between the two arms. Only two measurement are needed to determine the chirp and the waveform of the bit pattern. The waveform is measured on the left and right flank of the transfer function. By left and right flank is meant the position on the transfer function where an increase in frequency increases or decreases the intensity transmission equally. From the two waveforms the intensity and the chirp can be calculated. The technique is limited by the fact that the width of the pulse spectrum must be less than half of the free spectral range. For short pulses a small chirp is therefore not easily resolved.

The advantages of these two techniques are that they measure the chirp at the bit-rate at which the component will be operated, when installed in a transmission system. The technique used by Saunders [64] was also tested using a fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a free spectral range of 125 GHz. The interferometer was originally built for measuring the chirp from directly modulated semiconductor lasers, which is significantly larger than that for an EAM. It was therefore not possible to resolve the few GHz of chirp from the EAM using the interferometer. In collaboration with GiGA-An Intel Company, a commercial product based on this technique was tested. However, the system was too unstable with respect to alignment and polarization and the results were therefore not reproducible. Secondly, because the $\alpha_H$-parameter is inversely proportional to the derivative of the intensity of the waveform with time, it is only well defined on the slopes of the waveform.

The most popular alternative to the frequency discriminating technique, is the fiber response technique by Devaux et al. [69]. The technique is based on the fact that the optical field, generated by modulating the intensity at the output of a laser or an external modulator, contains not only the fundamental harmonic of the modulation but also higher harmonics. Therefore, when the optical field is coupled into a standard single mode fiber, the intensity after propagation will beat as function of the modulations frequency, because the
harmonics travel at different speeds, due to the dispersion. Since the phase of the harmonics will depend on the $\alpha_H$-parameter, the $\alpha_H$-parameter can be extracted from the data acquired by modulating the component with a small-signal and detecting the beating as function of modulation frequency after propagation through the fiber. The small-signal modulation and detection is done using a network analyzer. The bias dependent $\alpha_H$-parameter can be measured by consecutive small-signal measurements for different bias settings. The advantage of the technique is that it uses standard equipment. However, only the $\alpha_H$-parameter is measured and therefore a calculation of the actual chirp on a bit pattern generated by the component needs a separate static measurement of the intensity transfer function. Together with the intensity transfer function, the phase transfer function can be calculated and thereafter the chirp. The advantage of this technique over the frequency discriminating techniques is that the $\alpha_H$-parameter is directly measured. The technique is more reliable. However, many measurements are required to fully trace out the $\alpha_H$-parameter as a function of reverse bias.

The most reliable commercially available technique is called the "Optical Analyzer" from the French company Apex. The technique is based on measuring the spectrum of the bit pattern. The amplitude and phase sensitive detection scheme in the Optical Analyzer enables a full characterization of the light in the spectral domain. By a Fourier transformation to the temporal domain, the waveform intensity and chirp can be calculated. The instrument was tested by the author and was found very reliable. However, the technique only works with a periodic bit-pattern due to the Fourier-transformation. As for the spectral discriminating techniques, the $\alpha_H$-parameter is only well determined within the slopes of the intensity waveform.

The heterodyne technique presented in this chapter is a large-signal technique compared to the fiber response technique, and the full transfer function of the component is characterized at realtime in one single experiment. Calculation of the $\alpha_H$-parameter as a function of the bias is very simple compared to the fiber-response technique. Techniques based on frequency discrimination are not able to give an $\alpha_H$-parameter as function of the bias and usually an effective $\alpha_H$-parameter is calculated from the frequency chirp and intensity measured at the half intensity on the pattern, the $\alpha_{H3dB}$-parameter. The heterodyne technique has the disadvantage of performing a static measurement of the insertion loss, phase and the $\alpha_H$-parameter. The response of the component when modulated at 10 Gb/s or 40 Gb/s cannot, without assumption, be predicted. However, the same problem is present for the fiber response technique.

The heterodyne measurement technique presented in this thesis is technically difficult, primarily because of the use of the pulsed laser source. However, the pulsed operation of the probe and reference is not necessary for the
Figure 5.19: Schematic illustration of the proposed heterodyne set-up for detection of the amplitude and phase transfer function using a CW tunable laser source and fibers. The set-up should enable high sensitivity and simple measurements of the wavelength dependency of the component transfer functions.

measurement of the amplitude and phase transfer function in the heterodyne scheme. In Figure 5.19 is shown a proposed set-up, where the laser source is a tunable laser and the optical part of the set-up is fully integrated in fibers. The time delay in the reference arm is not necessary when the CW light is used. However, polarization controllers are necessary to optimize the polarization. An RF lock-in amplifier is necessary for the detection of the heterodyne signal since only the 40 MHz beating is present. The rest of the detection is equivalent to the pulsed heterodyne scheme. The CW operation of the heterodyne scheme increases the duty cycle of the measurement compared to the 300 kHz repetition rate system and thereby increases the signal to noise ratio. The modulation speed of the component can be increased and is only limited by the 40 MHz. The tunable laser source enables an easy measurement of the wavelength dependence of the transfer curves. The CW scheme has multiple advantages and will hopefully be realized in near future.

5.9 Summary

A new technique for measuring the amplitude and phase transfer functions of an optical modulator as function of the bias has been presented. The technique is based on a heterodyne detection scheme and is used to characterize EAMs in a large signal regime.

The amplitude and phase transfer functions of an EAM with high quantum
well barriers has been measured for a reverse bias ranging from 0 V to 10 V. The measurements were done at 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm. The results showed that by increasing the reverse bias, the component $\alpha_H$-parameter goes from positive to negative. The cross-over reverse bias increases with the wavelength, explainable with a simple "box"-description of the absorption edge. For a given wavelength, operation above the cross-over reverse bias results in negatively chirped pulses. Operation below the cross-over reverse bias results in positively chirped pulses. Operation at close to the absorption edge is shown to be advantageous both with respect to the extinction ratio and the chirp. The $\alpha_H$-parameter ranges from -2 to 10.

From the measured amplitude and phase transfer functions, the intensity waveform and chirp was calculated for a 10 Gb/s NRZ modulation of the bias applied to the EAM. The electrical signal has a 3 V$_{pp}$ amplitude. The component performance at 1550 nm for an offset bias of -1.5 V, -2.5 V and -4.5 V was investigated. The optimal offset bias, with respect to extinction ratio was found to be -2.5 V, resulting in a 8.2 dB extinction ratio. Chirp-wise, the optimal operation offset bias is -4.5 V, where the pulse is negatively chirped with a maximum instantaneous frequency deviation of $\sim$1 GHz. The high extinction ratio and negative chirp comes however at the expense of an increased insertion loss. The intensity waveform and chirp calculated for an offset bias of -2.5 V at 1535 nm, 1550 nm and 1580 nm shows, that both with respect to the extinction ratio and chirp, operation at 1535 nm is advantageous. The extinction ratio is 10 dB and the leading edge of the pulse experiences first a red-shift of -1.8 GHz and then a 2 GHz blue-shift. The trailing edge experiences the opposite chirp, due to the symmetry of the electrical signal. Operation closer to the absorption edge increases the insertion loss.

It is demonstrated that effective $\alpha_H$-parameters should be used with great caution. The strong dependence of the $\alpha_H$-parameter on the reverse bias makes it difficult to describe the EAM chirping properties by a single effective $\alpha_H$-parameter.

A comparison between a high barrier component and a low barrier component shows that with respect to extinction ratio and chirp, the low barrier component is performing best. However, the insertion loss of the low barrier component is higher than for the high barrier component. The insertion loss difference is primarily due to higher passive losses in the low barrier component. A better processing of the components could solve this problem.

The refractive index change has been calculated from the calculated absorption change spectra. The calculated index change does not fit the measured refractive index change well. However, some of the trends observed experimentally can also be observed from the calculated refractive index change. It is shown that the wavelength at which the extinction ratio per volt is highest is accompanied with a negative $\alpha_H$-parameter. The measurements and calcu-
lations show, that EAMs generate high quality pulses for fiber transmission, given the right operation wavelength, drive voltage and offset bias.
Chapter 6

Optical modulation of absorption and refractive index

Optical bleaching of the absorption in electroabsorbers has been shown to be applicable for all optical signal processing in telecommunication. As mentioned in Chapter 2, several record experiments have been realized within all-optical wavelength conversion and all-optical demultiplexing using cross-absorption modulation in semiconductor electroabsorbers. In both cases, a high absorption bleaching and a fast recovery are important and dependent on the reverse bias applied to the electroabsorber and the optical power injected into the component.

This chapter reports the measurement of the absorption bleaching and the recovery dynamics of an InGaAsP MQW waveguide electroabsorber in a large-signal experiment. The optically induced absorption change is comparable to the extinction ratio necessary for wavelength conversion and demultiplexing in optical telecommunication systems.

Secondly the time resolved index dynamics accompanying the absorption bleaching is reported. A simple explanation for the observed dynamics will be given. From these measurements, the chirp of wavelength converted pulses can be discussed and operation points for high extinction ratio and preferable chirp can be found. The measurements are done using the heterodyne measurement technique in the pump-probe configuration.
6.1 The field enhanced saturable absorber

In the previous chapter, the transmission in the waveguide electroabsorber was modulated by changing the reverse bias applied to the component. Due to the operation principle this component is called an electroabsorption modulator. The physical process behind the all-optical modulation of the transmission in an electroabsorber is the saturation of the absorption by optical carrier generation. In the all-optical operation scheme the component is therefore denoted a saturable absorber.

There are many types of semiconductor saturable absorbers; the proton bombarded [74], ion implanted [75] low temperature grown [76] and the field enhanced [77]. In the proton bombarded, ion implanted and low temperature grown saturable absorbers the carrier lifetime is reduced by creating recombination centers in the semiconductor material speeding up the absorption recovery. These types of saturable absorbers are typically used as the nonlinear element in passively mode locked laser cavities, see for example [22]. In the field enhanced saturable absorber the carrier lifetime is reduced by externally applying a field across the absorptive region, thereby sweeping the charged carriers out of the device.

There are two possible geometries of operation of the saturable absorber. In one, the optical field propagates along the normal to the quantum wells [78]. In the other the light propagates along the plane of the quantum wells in a waveguide. The latter scheme is preferable for all-optical signal processing, since the increased interaction length ensures an efficient absorption of the optical field and therefore an increased absorption change.

Instead of addressing the component as the field enhanced multi quantum well semiconductor waveguide saturable absorber it will simply be the saturable absorber.

In principle the temporal dynamics of the saturable absorber should be simple. The carriers generated by the optical field bleach the absorption. As the carriers are swept out of the active region the absorption recovers. However, the picture is more complicated:

1. The component is reverse biased. The increased field over the active region of the component red-shifts the absorption edge compared to the unbiased saturable absorber.

2. When the optical field is absorbed in the component, the electron and hole states are excited. The exclusion principle prohibits further absorption in the filled states. The absorption has therefore been reduced by the so-called band filling effect [79].

3. The photo-generated carriers thermalize by carrier-carrier scattering and
phonon-carrier scattering to a Fermi distribution with the lattice temperature [80].

4. The force exerted by the field on the carriers will pull the electrons and the holes towards the n-doped and the p-doped side of the heterostructure, respectively. Initially, the carriers will be confined to the quantum wells, but with time the carriers will escape due to tunneling through or thermionic escape over the barriers [81, 82]. As the carriers are swept out of the quantum wells, the absorption recovers. Due to the different masses, localization potential and mobility of the electrons and the holes, the escape times are not necessarily equal [83, 84].

5. As the electrons and holes travel through the intrinsic region of the saturable absorber they represent a space-charge. The externally applied field is screened by the spatially distributed electrons and holes. The reduced field results in a blue-shift of the absorption edge, explained by the quantum-confined Stark effect [83, 85]. A second effect of the reduced field over the intrinsic region is, to reduce the sweep-out time of the carriers, since the force exerted by the external field is reduced.

6. Finally, after the drift and diffusion of the electrons and the holes out of the intrinsic region, through the separate confinement potential step to the doped regions, the component has recovered completely. However, carrier pile-up at the separate heterostructure confinement layer has been reported and shown to increase the component recovery time [86, 87, 88].

The band filling, the thermalization and the field screening effect act together to give a complicated absorption bleaching and recovery dynamics. They all contribute differently to the dynamics, depending on the material system, the heterostructure design, the wavelength, the photo-generated carrier density and the externally applied reverse bias. It is therefore difficult to directly compare our component measurements with results reported in the literature. However, the trends seen in our measurements agree with the trends in the literature and more importantly it will be shown that the components optimized for operation as EAMs can be operated as fast saturable absorbers and be used for wavelength conversion and demultiplexing at high bit-rates.

6.2 Experimental considerations for the pump-probe measurements

6.2.1 Pump and probe wavelength

Based on the measurements presented in Chapter 3 of the field induced absorption change and the insertion loss, the investigations of the electroabsorbers as
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saturable absorbers were chosen to be performed at 1520 nm. At this wavelength, the increase in absorption with the reverse bias is high, and therefore the magnitude of the absorption bleaching as function of reverse bias can be easily measured. Measurements at 1550 nm showed only a small amount of absorption bleaching for high reverse biases and high pump powers. This is explained by the lower absorption at this wavelength. Figure 6.1 a) shows the measured pulse spectrum. The intensity-FWHM of the spectrum is ~15 nm. Figure 6.1 b) shows the measured pulse intensity autocorrelation, from which the pulse intensity-FWHM was found to be approximately 200 fs (assuming a Gaussian pulse shape). Both pump and probe pulses are TE polarized.

6.2.2 Probe pulse energy

The appropriate probe pulse energy for the pump-probe experiment is an important issue. Because the probe should only measure the pump induced absorption change and not itself affect the measured absorption, the energy of the probe pulse must be small. However, the reverse bias applied to the component is as high as 10 V, in some cases resulting in more than 35 dB of insertion loss at 1520 nm. Therefore the probe signal at the output of the component can be very small. For measurement of the absolute absorption change, the transmission of the probe without the pump has to be measured. The intrinsic laser intensity noise will if the probe energy is too small, result in an unacceptably high noise on the measured absorption change. Figure 6.2 shows a measurement of the absorption change in a saturable absorber with the probe being
Figure 6.2: Example of a measurement of the probe pulse effect on the pump-probe measurement on a saturable absorber. The probe was delayed by 1 ps with respect to the pump. The probe pulse should not affect the measurement, which is also the case for probe pulse energies below 1 pJ. Above 1 pJ the pulse energy is high enough to induce a self-bleaching and the probe transmission change is decreased.

delayed 1 ps with respect to the pump. The parameter varied is the probe pulse energy. The probe pulse has a negligible effect on the measurement up to 1 pJ, where the pump induced increase of the probe transmission is $\sim 17$ dB. From 1 pJ to 2 pJ the absorption change is reduced by $\sim 3$ dB. This is caused by the self-bleaching of the absorption by the probe. Therefore, the probe pulse energy was generally chosen to be in the 0.5 to 1 pJ range.

6.3 Measurement of the absorption bleaching and recovery

The measurements of the absorption dynamics was performed on the 250 $\mu$m long electroabsorber with high barriers, which has also been used for the measurements reported in the previous chapters.
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Figure 6.3: Pump induced probe transmission change, normalized to the probe transmission without the pump. The time on the x-axis is relative to the pump pulse arrival. The pump energy is 3 pJ at the facet of the component and the component is reverse biased with 10 V. The pump-probe delay is scanned from -500 fs to 230 ps. The inset shows the probe transmission within the first 9 ps after the pump pulse arrival. The measured pulse autocorrelation, from Figure 6.1 is also shown.

6.3.1 General trends

Figure 6.3 shows the characteristic dynamics of the saturable absorber on a long and short time scale. The time on the x-axis is relative to the pump pulse arrival. The component was reverse biased with 10 V and the pump pulse energy was 3 pJ at the facet of the component. The coupling loss is 2–3 dB, including the reflection. The confinement factor is approximately 0.075 for this 5 quantum well structure. The inset shows the fast dynamics. When the pump pulse enters the component, the probe transmission is increased instantaneously. After the pump-probe pulse overlap the transmission continues to increase. However, after a couple of picoseconds the transmission decreases again with a time constant on the order of a few picoseconds. This is followed by a long recovery time of more than 100 ps. The following sections will present and discuss the measured dependency of the absorption dynamics on the reverse bias, the pump pulse energy and the quantum well structure.
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6.3.2 Bias dependent absorption dynamics

Magnitude of the absorption bleaching

Figure 6.4 a) shows the measurement of the absorption bleaching taking place in the first couple of picoseconds. The pump pulse energy is 3 pJ at the facet of the component. The reverse bias is varied from 0 V to 10 V. First of all, it is observed that the pump induced probe transmission change depends strongly on the bias applied. At 0 V of reverse bias a negligible change is observed, while the absorption is reduced by more than 10 dB at 3 V of reverse bias. The maximum bleaching of the absorption, deduced directly from the measured data, is shown in Figure 6.4 b). It is observed that increasing the reverse bias from 0 V to 3 V increases the maximum absorption bleaching. Increasing the bias from 5 to 10 V, reduces the overall bleaching again. The trend is understood from a combination of the absorption edge red-shift and the decreased carrier sweep-out time. Figure 3.7 in chapter 3 shows an increase in the absorption
at 1520 nm for an increased reverse bias. When the absorption increases, the pump is more efficiently absorbed and as a consequence the amount of carriers being excited is increased. Therefore the band filling becomes more important and the pump induced probe transmission change is increased [85]. Secondly, as the reverse bias is increased, the sweep-out time of the carriers from the intrinsic part of the structure is decreased. The absorption recovers more quickly, which results in a reduced probe transmission.

The interplay between the increased insertion loss accompanying an increased bias, and the bias dependent absorption bleaching can be elucidated by coupling the measurement shown in Figure 6.4 a) with the component loss measured in Chapter 3. Figure 6.4 b) shows the maximum absorption bleaching as well as the saturable absorber insertion loss. The insertion loss is defined as the static component loss (at the bias of interest) minus the bleaching induced by the pump. The component insertion loss increases with the reverse bias, being \(\sim 7\) dB at 0 V and \(\sim 14\) dB at 10 V of reverse bias. Operation at 0 V bias is accompanied by less than 1 dB of absorption bleaching and can, even though the component insertion loss is low, not be used for switching or wavelength conversion. For the highest absorption bleaching of 10 dB, attained at 3 V of reverse bias, the component insertion loss is \(\sim 12\) dB. At this point the absorption bleaching or extinction ratio is for some cases enough for demultiplexing. The extinction ratio necessary for demultiplexing varies from 5 dB to 15 dB, depending on factors such as the bit-rate and the detector bandwidth [89, 90]. The recovery time of the absorption bleaching is also important and the recovery time might not be fast enough at 3 V of reverse bias for switching signals at the bit-rate of interest. Operation at higher reverse biases will indeed decrease the recovery time, however the extinction ratio also decreases and the component insertion loss increases. Operation at 10 V of reverse bias shows a fast absorption recovery, however the component insertion loss also becomes \(\sim 14\) dB and the extinction ratio decreases to 9 dB. The decreased extinction ratio and insertion loss can be compensated by increasing the pump energy and thereby bleach the absorption more effectively. This is however, at the expense of a longer recovery time, because of the increased amount of carriers to be swept out of the active region.

It can be concluded, that the optimum operation bias of the saturable absorber for signal processing can not be deduced from a discussion of the extinction ratio and insertion loss alone. Recovery of the absorption bleaching, both as function of the pump energy and component reverse bias is also important. Before entering into this discussion, the processes behind the absorption bleaching will be discussed.
Figure 6.5: Response of the saturable absorber within the first picosecond. The pump energy is 3 pJ and the saturable absorber is reverse biased by 0, 1, 2 and 3 V. The measured data is represented by the line-symbol curves. The curves "a", "b", "c" and "d" are the measured pulse autocorrelation with different amplitudes. For increasing reverse bias the absorption bleaching becomes well represented by spectral hole burning, rising with the shape of the pulse autocorrelation function. A decrease during the pump and probe pulse overlap is also observed, and an explanation is likely to include two-photon absorption, the coherent artifact and the spectral artifact.

Dynamics of the absorption bleaching

As seen from Figure 6.4 a) the absorption bleaching comprises multiple effects, all dependent on the bias applied to the component. The measured fast sub-picosecond response\(^1\) is shown in Figure 6.5. For 0 V bias, the transmission is decreased within the pulse overlap between pump and the probe. This is opposite to the response expected from an absorption bleaching. The probe transmission decrease is primarily attributed to two-photon absorption. The

---

\(^1\)The curves shown in Figure 6.5 are "zoomed" versions of the curves shown in Figure 6.4 a). The delay step size can be varied during a pump-probe trace and is therefore chosen to be small to resolve the initial fast dynamics while increased when measuring the slow recovery dynamics. This ensures that in a single pump-probe scan both the fast and the slow dynamics is well resolved.
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two-photon absorption involves one photon from the pump and one photon from the probe pulse, which together excite a carrier at the sum energy. The two-photon absorption between the pump and probe is well documented in pump-probe measurements in semiconductor optical amplifiers [51]. The signature is a decrease in the probe transmission having the same shape as the cross-correlation of the pump and probe pulse. In Figure 6.5 is also shown the measured autocorrelation shape of the laser pulse for different amplitudes (solid lines). Curve "a" shows the expected shape of the two-photon absorption response of the component. The shape of the measured data is not well represented by this curve, which is explained by the fact that a multitude of other effects come into play within the pump and probe pulse overlap.

The coherent interaction between the pump and the probe, called the coherent artifact, is known to contribute to the pump-probe signal when pump and probe are temporally overlapped. The process is analogous to four-wave mixing, where two optical fields generate a polarization grating in the material on which a third field is diffracted. In a pump-probe measurement, part of the pump will be diffracted on the polarization grating generated by the pump and the probe and be superposed to the measured incoherent probe signal [91].

The spectral artifact is an effect shown to influence the nonlinear response of semiconductor amplifiers [92]. It arises from the coupling between the wavelength-dependent gain and the refractive index changes and appears within the optical pulse envelope. The index change correspond to change of the instantaneous wavelength during the pulse, which will therefore feel a variable gain due to the wavelength-dependent gain. The refractive index change generated within the pulse envelope is explained by the optical Stark effect [93]. As will be shown later in this chapter, a large refractive index change is experienced during the pump and probe pulse overlap in the saturable absorber. During the leading edge of the pump, the probe will therefore be blue-shifted by \( \sim 10 \text{ nm} \). It thereby experiences an increased absorption. During the trailing edge of the pump, the probe is red-shifted and experiences therefore a reduced absorption. This prediction seems to agree trend-wise with the measured dynamics at 0, 1 and 2 V, where the leading part, within the pump-probe overlap experiences an increased absorption, while the trailing edge is absorbed less. The spectral artifact contribution to the pump-probe dynamics has not been investigated in saturable absorber, but could be an important contribution to the ultra-fast dynamics, due to the steep absorption edge.

As the reverse bias is increased, the absorption bleaching increases as observed for the 1, 2 and 3 V curves in Figure 6.5. The carriers are excited within the narrow spectral band of the pulse spectrum, which "burns" a hole in the absorption spectrum [94]. The process is therefore named spectral hole burning. Both measurements and modelling on saturable absorbers have reported the effect of spectral hole burning [79]. The signature of the spectral hole
burning in the saturable absorber is an absorption bleaching, rising with the cross-correlation shape of the pump and the probe. For 3 V of reverse bias and beyond (not shown), the rise of the absorption bleaching is well represented by the shape of the laser pulse autocorrelation. In the intermediate bias points the transmission reduction, present mainly at 0 V, and the spectral hole burning are competing.

After band filling through spectral hole burning, the probe transmission is seen to continue increasing. In Figure 6.4 a) an additional absorption bleaching of more than 1 dB is following the spectral hole burning for biases above 2 V. At 0 V and 1 V, the additional rise is negligible. Carrier generation from optical absorption of the pump can not be the reason for the additional bleaching of the absorption, since the transmission continues to increase during more than 1 ps after the arrival of the 200 fs pump. In bulk GaAs/AlGaAs saturable absorbers, the absorption bleaching is seen to recover almost completely after the spectral hole burning and during the following ~5 ps it increases again, before a slow recovery finally sets in [77]. The effect of the fast recovery after the spectral hole burning is explained and modelled by a carrier heating process governed by the carrier-carrier scattering. The fast carrier-carrier scattering time, decreases the carrier density within the energy band probed by the spectrally narrow probe. As the carriers thermalize to the lattice, via phonon-carrier scattering, the density of carriers at the probe wavelength increases again. The thermalization of the quasi-fermi distribution to the lattice temperature explains the second component of the increase of the probe transmission in the bulk saturable absorber. In a single GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well saturable absorber the signatures attributed to carrier heating and cooling were not as pronounced as in the bulk [77]. The explanation was based on the fact that the carrier heating process in the bulk was partially due to field heating of the carriers. In the single QW sample the more energetic carriers are swept out of the quantum well and therefore contribute less to the carrier heating compared to case of the bulk saturable absorber.

The effect of field screening is also contributing to the transmission increase after the pump pulse arrival. The space charge represented by the escaped electrons and holes from the quantum wells reduces the field over the quantum wells. As measured and modelled by Cavailles et al. the field screening contribution to the magnitude and sign of the absorption change depends on the wavelength and bias [83]. From the measurements presented in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 the absorption is seen to be reduced when the field is reduced. This is in accordance with the increased probe transmission observed after the pump pulse. A simulation performed by S. Højfeldt (SCOOP/COM) on similar InGaAsP MQW components also shows that the delayed increase in the absorption bleaching can be explained by the field screening, without including thermalization processes [46]. The simulation results relevant for the
experimental result presented in this chapter are all shown in Figure 6.8 on page 87. Concerning this discussion, Figure 6.8 a) is relevant. Here the absorption bleaching due to band filling and field screening are shown separately, together with the pump pulse. Spectral hole burning was not included in the model and therefore the absorption bleaching due to band filling does not increase instantaneously. It is clearly seen that the field screening contribution to the absorption bleaching is delayed with respect to the band filling induced absorption bleaching.

The time delay at which the absorption bleaching peaks, decreases from \(~2\) ps at \(3\) V of reverse bias to \(~1\) ps at \(10\) V of reverse bias. Miller et al. have reported the same observations, concluding that the increased escape-rate from the quantum wells also speeds up the field induced absorption bleaching [85].

Absorption recovery

Figure 6.6 shows the measurement results of 5 pump-probe scans with a reverse bias applied to the component ranging from \(0\) V to \(10\) V. The pump energy is, as before \(3\) pJ. As previously discussed, the transmission change induced at \(0\) V is negligible due to the low material absorption. For \(1\) V, the absorption recovery is described well by a single exponential decay. As the reverse bias is increased further, the recovery can only be described by two time constants. Both the fast and the slow decay time decrease for increasing reverse bias, which is in agreement with the fact that the carrier sweep-out rate from the intrinsic region increases with the reverse bias. Figure 6.7 a) shows the same pump-probe curve for \(10\) V of reverse bias as shown in Figure 6.6, but on a linear scale. Superposed is a fitted double exponential function. The measured data are generally well represented by this function and Figure 6.7 b) shows the two time constants as function of the reverse bias from \(1\) V to \(10\) V of reverse bias. The \(0\) V transmission curve is too noisy for fitting the double exponential function. The decay time of the fast component shows a strong dependence on the reverse bias and decreases from \(200\) ps to \(2.5\) ps when going from \(1\) V to \(10\) V of reverse bias. The slow component is less dependent on the reverse bias and decreases from \(200\) ps at \(1\) V to \(93\) ps at \(10\) V of reverse bias. The amplitude of the fast and slow component of the double exponential function is shown Figure 6.7 c). The recovery is mainly dominated by the fast component when the reverse bias is \(3\) V or higher.

The escape rate from the quantum wells through thermionic escape and tunneling depends on both the confinement potential and the carrier mass [95]. It was demonstrated that the hole escape from quantum wells was faster than the electron escape by a factor of 2.5 in certain InGaAs/GaAs unstrained quantum well structures [84]. The difference in escape times was explained by the lower confinement potential of the hole compared to the electron. The
Figure 6.6: Normalized pump induced transmission change of the probe shown on a dB scale. The reverse bias is 0 V, 1 V, 3 V, 5 V and 10 V and the pump pulse energy is 3 pJ. The overall absorption recovery is faster for increasing reverse bias. The absorption recovery is best described by two time constants when the reverse bias is between 3 V and 10 V. A short time constant on the order of a few picoseconds and a long time constant on the order of 100 ps. The oscillations observed on the long recovery tail have not been explained, but are discussed in the text.
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Figure 6.7: a) Normalized probe transmission on a linear scale as function time delay between the pump and the probe pulse. The pump pulse energy is 3 pJ and the reverse bias applied to the component is 10 V. The full line is a double exponential fit to the data. b) Time constants for the slow and the fast component of the exponential fit versus reverse bias. c) shows the amplitude of the slow and the fast components in the exponential fit.

Conduction and valence band offsets in the component reported on here, were designed with an effort put into compensating for the difference in the electron and hole masses, and thereby the premature delocalization of the electrons [45]. However, if this is successfully done is difficult to say. Therefore part of the double exponential behavior could be due to different escape times for the electrons and holes.

Measurement and calculations performed by Brovelli et al. concluded that the carrier escape from a quantum well is generally too fast to explain the slow absorption recovery in saturable absorbers [95]. In agreement with the results of Yoshida et al., carrier induced field screening is shown to lengthen the carrier escape from the active region [86]. Simulations performed by S. Höjfeldt (SCOOP/COM) on similar InGaAsP MQW components are shown in Figure 6.8. Figure 6.8 c) shows two active region designs, differing only by the separate confinement heterostructure having either one or two steps. Graph d) shows that the two step structure is faster than the single step structure.
Figure 6.8: Simulation results on InGaAsP MQW components, provided by from S. Højfeldt (SCOOP/COM). a) Band filling and field screening contributions to the absorption dynamics following excitation by a 1 pJ and 1 ps intensity-FWHM pulse. Spectral hole burning is not included. The arrows indicate the delay at which the band filling and the field screening induced absorption bleaching peaks. It is observed that the field screening contributes to delaying the peak of the absorption bleaching. b) Illustration of the effect of carrier recapture in a 8 QW structure. A high recapture rate increases the decay time by adding a slowly recovering tail, similar to the measured results. c) Band diagram for two structures, one with a single step for the separate confinement heterostructure, and the other with two steps. d) Absorption change induced by the field screening alone, for the one and two step separate confinement heterostructure shown in c). For the single step structure the carrier pile-up is more important and the recovery becomes slower than in the two step structure.
This is due to the lowered probability of thermionic escape of the carriers in the single step structure [46]. This is in good agreement with the calculations of Yoshida et al. [86] and shows that the carrier pile-up at the edges of the separate heterostructure confinement layer does contribute to the absorption recovery. Figure 6.8 b) shows the effect of recapture. When the recapture time is decreased, the absorption shows a long recovery tail, which could explain the long recovery tail seen in the measured absorption dynamics.

The measured oscillations on the long tail of the recovery could not be explained. The period is approximately 50 ps (20 GHz). The oscillation frequency is independent of the pump pulse energy, the component reverse bias and the component length. The oscillations were also observed using a non-degenerate pump-probe set-up and it is therefore not an experimental artifact from the heterodyne pump-probe set-up. Experiments with and without a bonding wire to the component showed no difference on the size or period of the oscillations. Components with different metal contact size showed also the same period of the oscillations. It is, however, speculated that electrical reflections in the component or some resonance in the external circuit can be an explanation.

From an application point of view, the short initial recovery time of the absorption is promising for all-optical demultiplexing and sampling. However, the long recovery tail could be problematic when using the component as a wavelength converter, even at 10 Gb/s.

6.3.3 Dependence of the absorption dynamics on the pump pulse energy

From the bias dependence of the absorption dynamics it has been shown that for a 3 pJ pulse the highest absorption bleaching is reached with 3 V of reverse bias. The measurements have also shown that the recovery time can be reduced substantially by increasing the reverse bias beyond 3 V. However, when the reverse bias is increased beyond 3 V, the maximum absorption bleaching is seen to decrease again. To compensate this decrease, the pump pulse energy can be further increased, thereby generating more carriers, which will bleach the absorption more effectively. Figure 6.9 shows the normalized probe transmission on a dB scale for different pump pulse energies. The reverse bias applied to the component is 6 V. It is indeed observed that the absorption bleaching can be increased by increasing the pump pulse energy, being ~2 dB at 1 pJ and 13 dB at 10 pJ. The maximum absorption bleaching induced by the pump is approximately proportional to the pump pulse energy. This is observed as a 3 dB increase in the absorption bleaching for a doubling of the pump power. This implies that the saturable absorber is operated in a linear regime where the absorption bleaching due to band filling increases linearly with the pump pulse energy and nonlinearities such as two-photon absorption are not important.
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Figure 6.9: Measured probe transmission for different pump pulse energies. The component is reverse bias by 6 V. The increase in the absorption bleaching is approximately linear with the pump pulse energy which implies that the component is operated in a linear regime. The fast initial recovery time is almost independent of the pump pulse energy. The inset shows the response within the first 6 ps.

To cross-check this observation, a single pulse absorption measurement on the same component was performed. In this experiment, the material absorption as function of the energy of the pulse is measured. The result is shown in Figure 6.10. The experimental details are similar to the ones presented in [56]. The component was reversed biased with 6 V. The signature of the two-photon absorption is first present for pulse energies higher than 10 pJ (indicated by two-photon absorption in the figure). This is observed as an increase of the absorption for an increasing pulse energy [96]. For low pulse energies, the material absorption is independent of the pulse energy, indicated by small signal in the figure. As the energy is increased, the leading edge of the pulse starts to bleach the absorption. The remaining part of the pulse is then less absorbed and the component absorption is effectively lowered (indicated by absorption bleaching in the figure).

The inset of Figure 6.9 shows the first 6 ps of probe transmission as function of the pump pulse energy. As seen previously in Figure 6.4 the initial fast bleaching due to the spectral hole burning is followed by a further transmission increase, or in some cases only a shoulder. The bleaching peaks at increasing
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Figure 6.10: Measurement of the material absorption (modal) as function of the pulse energy for a 200 fs pulse at 1520 nm. The saturable absorber is reverse biased with 6 V. Three regimes are indicated, "Small signal": The regime where the absorption is independent of the pulse energy. "Absorption bleaching": The front edge of the pulse bleaches the absorption, reducing effectively the pulse absorption, and "Two-photon absorption": The pulse intensity is high enough that two-photon absorption becomes dominant.

delays for increasing pulse energies. This can be explained both by carrier heating relaxation and by absorption bleaching through field screening as discussed previously. Both effects are expected to take longer time as the carrier density is increased. At 5 pJ of pump pulse energy a decrease of the transmission is observed after the spectral hole burning. This agrees very well with the thermalization of the carrier distribution by carrier-carrier scattering after the spectral hole burning, as suggested by [80]. It is not understood presently why the spectral hole burning spike is only present at 5 pJ.

The fast absorption recovery takes place within the first 20 ps is almost independent of the pump pulse energy. After approximately 5 ps the transmission is reduced by 3 dB for all pulse energies (not measurable for 1 pJ). On the longer time scale the absorption is seen to recover to approximately the same level within 20 to 30 ps for pump pulse energies below 5 pJ. The long tail does not recover within the first 100 ps (not shown) but stays at approximately 1
Figure 6.11: Measured probe transmission as function of the pump pulse energy for 6 V of reverse bias. The transmission is probed at 2 ps and 10 ps after the pump, as shown in the inset. The difference between the "2 ps"- and "10 ps"-curve, shown as the full curve, gives the extinction ratio possible for a 10 ps switching window as function of the input pulse energy. Up to 9.6 dB of extinction ratio is possible for 10.6 pJ of pump pulse energy.

For 10 pJ of pump pulse energy the absorption does not recover to 1 dB of probe transmission change after 30 ps but stabilizes at approximately 3 dB which decays slowly to 1 dB within the following 200 ps. The long tail is of course worrisome with respect to applying the saturable absorber as a fast all optical modulator for high bit-rate signal processing. The comparable investigations by Karin et al. showed a full recovery of the absorption bleaching within 15 to 30 ps, depending on the pump pulse energy. The component was a single GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well waveguide saturable absorber [77]. The pump pulse energy in their experiment ranged from 4 pJ to 20 pJ coupled into the component, similar to our experiments. The recovery is faster than observed here (for comparable electrical fields), however only the probe transmission change ($\Delta T = T_{\text{with--pump}} - T_{\text{without--pump}}$, where $T_{\text{with--pump}}$ and $T_{\text{without--pump}}$ are the probe transmission with and without the pump, respectively) was reported and not the normalized probe transmission. Therefore the size of the absorption change is not known and could be small compared to the results presented here, which can explain the faster decay.

When applying the saturable absorber for all-optical demultiplexing or optical sampling, the absorption bleaching has to be large and the recovery time
has to be short. As seen from Figure 6.9, the increased absorption bleaching or extinction ratio accompanying an increased pump pulse energy, comes at the expense of a longer recovery time. The pump-probe set-up can be used to find the optimum pulse energy at which the extinction ratio is maximized while keeping the switching window short. This is done by measuring the normalized probe transmission as function of the pump pulse energy for a fixed pump-probe delay. Figure 6.11 (left axis) the absorption bleaching at 2 ps and 10 ps after the arrival of the pump pulse. In the inset, the arrows indicate the delay position of the probe with respect to the pump. The 2 ps delay is chosen to probe the maximum absorption bleaching possible. The "2 ps"-curve shows a clear saturation of the absorption bleaching with increasing pump pulse energy. The maximal absorption bleaching is 19 dB, reached at approximately 20 pJ. The material absorption is approximately 22 dB at -6 V, which shows that the absorption can almost be bleached completely. The inability to bleach the absorption completely is explained by the important two-photon absorption of the pump pulse for high energies, effectively reducing the pump pulse energy. The "10 ps"-curve is at all pump pulse energies below the "2 ps"-curve, as expected due to the absorption recovery.

The difference between the absorption bleaching curve at 2 ps and at 10 ps will be equal to the extinction ratio of a 10 ps switching window. This curve is also shown in Figure 6.11. The curve shows that the highest switching window extinction ratio is 9.6 dB and is attained by exciting the saturable absorber with 10.6 pJ of pump pulse energy. Both for increasing and decreasing pulse energies, the extinction ratio decreases. The optimum point is found where the bleaching at 2 ps is high while the recovery time is still short.

Using a similar component, it was shown that a 10 Gb/s channel could be demultiplexed from a 40 Gb/s OTDM signal, bit error free [3]. The switching window has to be approximately 25 ps. It was also shown that a 10 Gb/s channel could be demultiplexed from a 80 Gb/s channel, showing open eyes, however it was not possible to get the signal bit-error free. The switching window width has to be 12.5 ps in this case. This agrees well with the pump-probe measurement presented here, showing that the component can generate short switching windows. As mentioned previously, the extinction ratio required for the switching window is very dependent on the detection bandwidth and base rate. It is therefore difficult to conclude if the 9.6 dB measured here is sufficient to, for example switch a 10 Gb/s signal from a 100 Gb/s OTDM signal, which would need a 10 ps switching window. The long recovery tail at 10 pJ, showing a remanent 2 dB of absorption bleaching at 100 ps is worrisome, because the component should recover completely within 100 ps for demultiplexing to 10 Gb/s. However, it can be concluded that fast switching windows can be obtained using a saturable absorber by applying sufficiently high reverse bias and pump power.
6.4 Sweep-out dynamics for different heterostructures

In Chapter 3, three different heterostructure were presented, having either low, medium or high barriers. The low and medium barrier samples have 10 quantum wells, while the high barrier sample has 5 quantum wells. Figure 6.12 shows a pump-probe measurement of the absorption bleaching and recovery for components from the three wafers. The component lengths were the same, namely 250 μm. The reverse bias applied to the components were in all cases 3 V and the pump energy was 4 pJ. The absorption bleaching is for all components approximately equal, varying from 10 dB to approximately 12 dB. This ensures that the recovery dynamics can be compared between the different components. The recovery dynamics of the low barrier sample and high barrier sample are approximately the same. In both cases, the 20 GHz oscillation component on the recovery is observed. The medium barrier sample does not show, compared to the two others, a fast initial decay of the absorption bleaching. However, the component ”catches up” at 200 ps. The 20 GHz oscillations are not observed on the absorption recovery of this component.
The only difference between the low barrier sample and the medium barrier sample is the barrier heights. The longer recovery time of the medium barrier sample indicate that the well depth is important. The absorption recovery of the low barrier component and the high barrier component are not expected to be equal, since the escape from the quantum wells of the high barrier sample should be slower. However, the higher escape times in the high barrier sample might be compensated by a lower recapture rate due to the fewer quantum wells. This explanation is very simplified and a more detailed discussion can only be reached from simulations of the various processes contributing to the absorption bleaching and recovery, or measurements on a range of devices with varying designs.

It can, however, be concluded, that from the three wafers, the low barrier, 10 quantum well and the high barrier, 5 quantum well components are best for all-optical signal processing.

6.5 Measurement of the refractive index dynamics

6.5.1 General trends

Figure 6.13 shows the pump induced probe phase change for 0, 1, 3, 5 and 10 V of reverse bias, on a long time scale. The pump pulse energy is 3 pJ. The curves are measured simultaneously with the transmission change curves shown in Figure 6.6, using the heterodyne pump-probe technique. The refractive index change shown in the graph is the modal refractive index change, calculated using equation (5.4) on page 42.

Figure 6.13 focuses on the refractive index dynamics on a long time scale compared to the temporal pulse width. Therefore, the decrease of the refractive index during the pump and probe pulse overlap can not be resolved, but will be looked at in section 6.5.2. Note, that the full excursion of the refractive index change during the pump and probe pulse overlap is not shown in Figure 6.13.

After the pump pulse, the refractive index can either decrease or increase depending on the reverse bias. For biases below 3 V the refractive index is decreased for all time delays. For 10 V of reverse bias the refractive index is increased for all time delays. For biases in-between, both a decrease and an increase is observed as function of time.

As for the transmission change measurements, the dynamics of the refractive index change can also be described by two time-domains, a fast recovery within the first 10-30 ps and a slow recovery, lasting on the order of hundred picoseconds. Actual time constants are however difficult to extract due to the particular shape of the curves.
Figure 6.13: Measured probe phase change and refractive index change induced optically by the pump for 0 V, 1 V, 3 V, 5 V, and 10 V on a long time scale. The pump pulse energy is 3 pJ. The data have been cut to fit the frame. The data are shown with higher temporal resolution in the -0.5–0.8 ps range in Figure 6.17 (page 101). The refractive index change shows, as did the absorption recovery, a fast recovery within the first 10–30 ps. This is followed by slow recovery on the order of 100 ps. The sign of the refractive index change depends both on the reverse bias and on the time delay.
6.5.2 Physics of the refractive index dynamics

Compared to the thorough investigation of the refractive index dynamics in waveguide semiconductor optical amplifiers, there are, to the author’s knowledge, no measurements reported on the time-resolved refractive index dynamics in saturable absorbers.

In semiconductor optical amplifiers the refractive index change, induced by an optical pump, changes sign depending on the operation conditions. When operated in the gain regime, the carrier density reduction, by stimulated emission, increases the refractive index after the thermalization of the carrier distributions. In the absorption regime the carrier generation, by absorption, decreases the refractive index. In both cases the refractive index change induced by the carrier density change recovers with the carrier injection or recombination time [49].

The saturable absorber is, no matter the magnitude of the reverse bias, operated in the absorption domain. However, from Figure 6.13 it is observed that the refractive index change can change sign, depending on the reverse bias. The explanation for the observed refractive index dynamics is found from a combination of band filling and field screening. Both these effects alter the absorption edge of the electroabsorber and thereby the refractive index.

Field screening contribution to the refractive index change

Figure 6.14 shows a schematic illustration of the coupling between the absorption change and the refractive index change for both band filling and field screening [66]. The Kramers-Kroenig transformation couples the absorption domain and the refractive index domain. The field screening blue-shifts the absorption edge. Depending on the wavelength at which the refractive index is probed, the blue-shift can either increase or decrease the refractive index. In this simple description of the field screening, the reverse bias can be substituted for the wavelength. By this is meant, that changing the wavelength with respect to the absorption edge is the same as shifting the absorption edge with respect to the wavelength. Therefore, the sign of the refractive index change induced by field screening depends on the reverse bias. The measured field-induced refractive index change was discussed in Chapter 5 with respect to chirp generation when electrically modulating the absorption.

In Figure 6.15, the measured phase and refractive index transfer curve as function of bias is shown. The curve is the same as the one shown in Figure 5.15 for the wavelength of 1535 nm. The curve is separated in two regimes, "a" and "b". In region "a", a reduction of the field, $\Delta F < 0$, results in an increase of the refractive index, $\Delta n > 0$. In region "b" a reduction of the field, $\Delta F < 0$, results in a decrease of the refractive index, $\Delta n < 0$. For time delays longer than $\sim 20$ ps the index change can be well explained by
Figure 6.14: Schematic illustration of the refractive index change accompanying field screening (left column) and band filling (right column). The field screening is assumed to blue-shift the absorption edge from $\lambda_1$ to $\lambda_3$ and thereby changes the refractive index. Depending on the probe wavelength, the refractive index change can be either positive or negative. The band filling is assumed to reduce the absorption between $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. Also in that case the refractive index change depends on the wavelength. In this simple model, an increase of the wavelength corresponds to a decrease of the reverse bias. This is because an increase of the reverse bias shifts the whole absorption edge with respect to the wavelength, without distorting the edge. For the specific wavelengths $\lambda_{FS}$ and $\lambda_{BF}$, the refractive index change is zero even though the absorption edge has been altered by field screening or band filling, respectively. Increasing the wavelength (or decreasing the reverse bias) with respect to $\lambda'$ results in a refractive index change becoming negative while decreasing the wavelength (or increasing the reverse bias) results in a refractive index change becoming positive. Notice that $\lambda_{FS}'$ and $\lambda_{BF}'$ are not necessarily equal, due to the different processes responsible for the refractive index change. The figure is inspired by [66].
6.5. Measurement of the refractive index dynamics

Figure 6.15: Measured phase and refractive index change as function of the bias applied to the electroabsorber. The probe wavelength is 1535 nm. When the saturable absorber is operated in the region "a" a field screening ($\Delta F < 0$) results in a increased refractive index, while operation in the "b" region a field screening results in a reduced refractive index. The change of sign of the refractive index change at $\approx 2$ V of reverse bias is in good agreement with the measured optically induced refractive index change at long delays.

The field screening. For 0 and 1 V of reverse bias, the refractive index change is negative as expected from Figure 6.15, where 0 V and 1 V are in the "b"-region. At 3 V of reverse bias and beyond, the component is operated in the "a"-region and the refractive index change is positive. The change of sign of the refractive index component between 1 V and 3 V fits well with the transition between the "a" and "b"-region being at $\approx 2$ V of reverse bias. It should be noted that the refractive index transfer curve was measured at 1535 nm while the pump-probe measurements were performed at 1520 nm. The peak of the refractive index change, being at $\approx 2$ V of reverse bias at 1535 nm is shifted to lower reverse bias at 1520 nm, following the discussion from Chapter 3. However, the shift is, by looking at Figure 5.15, expected to be small. From the observations and this simple description the change of sign of the refractive index change for long delays can be understood. It can also be concluded that the absorption bleaching at long delay is mainly induced by field screening. This is in accordance with the fact that as the carriers have escaped from the quantum wells, they can only contribute to the absorption change through field screening.
Chapter 6. Optical modulation of absorption and refractive index

Band filling contribution to the refractive index change

The photogenerated carriers in the active region affect the shape of the absorption edge. A simplified illustration is shown in Figure 6.14. The carriers generated bleach the absorption at the low energy end of the absorption spectrum. Here, the reduction is described by a simple rectangular reduction of the absorption. The refractive index change accompanying the absorption change is also schematically shown. The overall shape is the same as the refractive index change accompanying the field screening. This is expected, since a bleaching of the absorption from $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_3$ due to carrier generation would be indistinguishable from a blue-shift of the absorption edge from $\lambda_1$ to $\lambda_3$, due to field screening. Therefore, in this simplified model, the sign of the refractive index change due to band filling will also depend on the wavelength, or the reverse bias, in a similar fashion as the field screening induce refractive index change.

The spectral width of the absorption change due to the band filling or the field screening is not necessarily equal. It is here arbitrarily chosen to be smaller in the case of band filling than in the case of field screening. The effect of this on the refractive index change due to band filling will also depend on the wavelength, or the reverse bias, in a similar fashion as the field screening induce refractive index change.

Figure 6.16 shows the measurements from Figure 6.13 on a 26 ps time scale. Immediately after the pump and probe pulse overlap the refractive index is changed. The refractive index change is primarily caused by the band filling, due the fact that field screening is delayed by the escape time of the carriers from the quantum wells. The initial reduction of the refractive index fits well with the simple model presented. Assume that the pump and probe wavelength are below the absorption edge ($\lambda > \lambda_1$) in Figure 6.14, for 0 V of bias. By optical saturation of the absorption, the refractive index change will be negative. When the reverse bias is increased, the refractive index, induced by the band filling, will decrease more than at 0 V. This is observed when going from 0 V to 2 V of reverse bias in Figure 6.16. As the reverse bias is increased further, the negative refractive index change is reduced again. At $\sim$5 V the index change due to band filling is approximately zero. This corresponds to a reverse bias at which the wavelength of the probe is at $\lambda_{BF}$ with respect to the bandedge. A further increase of the reverse bias will, according to the model, result in a positive refractive index change, which is also observed at 10 V of reverse bias. This simplified description accounts qualitatively for the dynamics shortly after the pump pulse.

The refractive index dynamics for the 3 V reverse bias curve in Figure 6.16 is particularly illustrative of the band filling and field screening contributions to the dynamics. Initially, the band filling reduces the refractive index. Ascribing band filling as the only contribution to the refractive index dynamics, the recovery would not “overshoot” at 10 ps, but would simply recover with
the carrier sweep-out time. By adding the field screening contribution to the refractive index, the positive refractive index excursion at longer delays can be understood. In the intermediate regime a superposition of the two oppositely signed contributions to the refractive index exists.

A thorough discussion of both the size of the refractive index change due to the band filling and the field screening demands a detailed knowledge on the actual spectral shape of the absorption edge. It is clear that a "box" presentation of the absorption edge and the band filling and field screening effects is too simple when discussing the quantitative nature of the refractive index change. First of all the absorption edge is not abrupt, as also measured in chapter 3, secondly the field screening does not only blue-shift the absorption edge but increases also the absorption for higher energies due to the increased electron and hole wavefunction overlap. Just after the pump pulse the hot carrier distribution contribution to the reduction of the absorption is not well described by a "box". The Fermi-distribution of the thermalized carriers will together with the real absorption edge also differ from the "box"-representation. It is therefore clear that only a model incorporating the actual shape of the absorption spectrum as function of the field and the carrier density and distribution, can provide a full understanding of the size and the precise dynamics of the time evolution of the refractive index after an optical excitation.

Figure 6.16: Measured pump induced probe phase-change and material refractive index change for 0 V, 1 V, 3 V, 5 V and 10 V reverse bias. The pump input power is 3 pJ. See text for discussion.
Figure 6.17: Pump induced probe phase change and refractive index change on a 1 ps time scale. The reverse bias applied to the component is 0, 1, 3, 5 and 10 V and the pump pulse energy is 3 pJ. The refractive index change during the pump and probe pulse overlap follows the pulse autocorrelation and is explained by the optical Stark effect.

Refractive index change during the pump and probe pulse overlap

Finally, the focus is put on the special case of refractive index dynamics during the pump and probe pulse overlap. In Figure 6.17 the phase and refractive index change during the pump and probe overlap is well resolved. The same instantaneous decrease of the refractive index is observed in semiconductor optical amplifiers and is attributed to the optical Stark effect [93]. The quadratic optical Stark effect gives a reduction of the refractive index proportional to the intensity. It will therefore appear in the pump-probe measurement as a reduction of the refractive index following the shape of the cross-correlation between the pump and the probe. The shape of the measured laser pulse autocorrelation is superposed to the refractive index dynamics at 0 V. The autocorrelation is shifted by approximately 50 fs to fit the peak of the index response (the temporal shift is not well understood). The autocorrelation is seen to fit well with the instantaneous response of the refractive index. For increasing reverse biases, it
6.5. Measurement of the refractive index dynamics

Figure 6.18: Pump induced probe phase change and refractive index change for 1 pJ, 2 pJ, 5 pJ and 10 pJ of pump energy. The reverse bias is 6 V. An expected increase of the refractive index change is observed for pulse energies increasing from 1 to 5 pJ. The dynamics following excitation by a 10 pJ pump pulse is not easily explained. See text for discussion.

is observed that the peak of the refractive index change moves further towards negative delays. A simple explanation is not expected, since many effects are present during the pump and probe overlap.

The large index change during the short pump pulse will induce a large chirp on the probe pulse, as mentioned previously. The reduction of the refractive index with the intensity gives a positively chirped pulse with a blue-shifted leading edge and a red-shifted trailing edge. The maximum instantaneous frequency excursion, calculated from a 200 fs pulse experiencing a maximum of 80 deg of phase change during the pulse, is ~10 nm. This should contribute significantly to the absorption dynamics during the pump and probe pulse overlap, as discussed previously.

6.5.3 Pump pulse energy dependence of the refractive index dynamics

It was seen previously that the absorption bleaching can be increased by increasing the pump pulse energy. Figure 6.18 shows the refractive index dynamics of the saturable absorber for four different pump pulse energies, ranging from 1 pJ to 10 pJ. The component was reverse biased with 6 V. It is observed
Figure 6.19: Measured refractive index change as function of the pump pulse energy. The refractive index change is measured 2 ps after the pump pulse arrival, as indicated in the inset. The component is reverse biased with 6 V. The initial increase of the refractive index change, also observed in Figure 6.18 is well resolved together with the peaking and following decrease for increasing pump pulse energy. The linear decrease of the refractive index change with pulse energy for high pulse energies indicates that another process than the band filling contributes to the refractive index change, since the absorption is saturated at the same pulse energies (see Figure 6.11 page 91).

that the refractive index change increases with pump pulse energy from 1 pJ to 5 pJ. This is expected from the fact that as the band filling increases the absorption change also increases, resulting in a higher refractive index change. The refractive index change following the 10 pJ pump pulse energy shows initially a reduced refractive index change compared to the "5 pJ"-curve. After the initial unexpected dynamics, the refractive index change increases again and becomes, as expected, larger than the "5 pJ"-curve. The reduction of the refractive index change can partially be explained by a larger absorption bleaching effectively moving the absorption edge to higher energies. From Figure 6.14 an increase of the width of the absorption bleaching will, for operation at $\lambda_3$ decrease the refractive index change. Figure 6.19 shows the measured refractive index change at 2 ps of delay as function of the pump pulse energy. The arrow on the inset indicates the 2 ps delay. It is clearly observed that initially the refractive index change increases with the pulse energy. However, at ~5 pJ the refractive index change peaks and starts to decrease again. At
6.5. Measurement of the refractive index dynamics

12.5 pJ the refractive index change crosses 0 and becomes negative. The same trend is also observed for longer delays (not shown). The saturation of the absorption bleaching as function of the pulse energy observed in Figure 6.9 is not reflected in a saturated refractive index change. Instead an almost linear decrease in the refractive index is observed from 10 pJ to 20 pJ. It is therefore not likely that an increased carrier density is the only reason for the refractive index dynamics for pump pulses with energies higher than 10 pJ. Figure 6.10 shows that two-photon absorption is important for these pulse energies and might contribute to the refractive index dynamics either directly or through carrier heating.

6.5.4 Optimum operation points for all-optical wavelength conversion in saturable absorbers

In chapter 3 the electroabsorber was discussed with respect to optimum operation conditions when applied for intensity modulation by electrically changing the absorption. It was shown that if the reverse bias is high enough and the wavelength close to the absorption edge, the refractive index accompanying an increase in the transmission is also increased. This results in the negative pulse chirp advantageous for compensating the pulse broadening induced by the fiber dispersion. According to the measurements presented in this chapter a saturable absorber also shows this capability. For a reverse bias equal to or above 5 V, the refractive index is also increased as the transmission through saturable absorber increases (for a 3 pJ pump pulse energy). However, below 3 V the refractive index decreases when the transmission increases. Operation conditions for the saturable absorber as a wavelength converter is therefore not only determined by the absorption dynamics, since the transmission distance also depends on the chirp on the wavelength converted signal. All-optical wavelength conversion in Mach-Zehnder semiconductor structures with semiconductor optical amplifiers as the phase-shifters has been investigated with respect to the chirping characteristics [97]. It was shown, that the absolute magnitude of the small-signal $\alpha_H$-parameter measured by all-optical modulation of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer was $2 \pm 0.5$. The result was measured using the main mode-to-side mode measurement technique not providing the sign of the $\alpha_H$-parameter [98]. However, in the non-inverting scheme used by [97] it is known that the $\alpha_H$-parameter is negative [99]. Other operation conditions of the Mach-Zehnder showed an $\alpha_H$-parameter equal to 0. It is well known that depending on the phase delays in the two arms of the Mach-Zehnder the $\alpha_H$-parameter can be either negative, zero or positive [16]. The absorption change ($\Delta \alpha$) and refractive index change ($\Delta n$) measurements presented in this chapter do not directly provide the $\alpha_H$-parameter of the saturable absorber. The best illustration of this is the pump-probe scans for 3 V of reverse bias.
shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.13. Here, the $\alpha_H$-parameter calculated from the measured $\Delta\alpha$ and $\Delta n$ using equation (A.5) (Appendix A) is initially positive while for longer delays it becomes negative. Hence, the $\alpha_H$-parameter from this calculation does not directly provide any information on the chirp on the wavelength converted pulse. However, the sign of the $\alpha_H$-parameter can, for some special cases, be determined from the pump-probe measurements. If the reverse bias is increased, the $\alpha_H$-parameter representing the field screening contribution to the absorption and refractive index dynamics changes sign between 1 and 3 V of reverse bias. Secondly, the $\alpha_H$-parameter representing the absorption and refractive index dynamics for the band filling, changes sign at 5 V. Therefore it can be concluded, that by applying enough reverse bias (5 V for 3 pJ of pump pulse energy) the wavelength converted pulses will be negatively chirped. This shows that the simple saturable absorber can indeed compete with the much more advanced Mach-Zehnder modulators typically used for wavelength conversion.

6.6 Summary

The large-signal response of semiconductor saturable absorbers has been characterized in the temporal domain both with respect to the transmission change and the refractive index change. The shape of the absorption bleaching is explained by a combination of spectral hole burning, carrier heating/cooling and field screening, as it has previously been reported in the literature. The absorption bleaching depends both on the reverse bias and on the pump power and is shown to be well described by a double exponential recovery for the high barrier component. For 3 pJ of pump pulse energy, the short time constant decreases from $\sim 200$ ps to $\sim 2.5$ ps for a reverse bias going from 1 V to 10 V. The long time constant is less dependent on the bias and is of the order of 100 ps. The physical reason for the double exponential recovery is not well understood, but includes carrier escape from the quantum wells, field screening, carrier pile-up and possibly carrier recapture. By increasing the pump pulse energy, the magnitude of the absorption bleaching increases. Pump-probe traces for pump pulse energies up to 10 pJ showed no increase in the fast recovery time component. However, the long recovery tail is increased by $\sim 1$ dB when increasing the pump pulse energy from 5 pJ to 10 pJ. Below 5 pJ, no pulse energy dependence of the long recovery tail is observed.

A comparison between three components with different barrier height and number of quantum wells was reported. The high barrier, five quantum well structure and the low barrier, ten quantum well structure showed similar recovery times. The medium barrier, ten quantum well component showed a longer recovery time. An explanation based on a combination of carrier escape time and recapture is proposed.
6.6. Summary

For 10.6 pJ of pump pulse energy and 6 V of reverse bias applied to the high barrier saturable absorber a 10 ps switching window with 9.6 dB of extinction ratio is realized. This shows that the saturable absorbers made in the SCOOP-programme can indeed be used for fast switching. The long recovery tail, on the order of 100 ps might limit the base-rate. However, successful wavelength conversion at 40 Gb/s has been realized using these components. This shows that the long recovery tail might not be a limitation to the component speed.

Pump-probe measurements showed that the optically induced refractive index change depends on the pump pulse energy and the reverse bias applied to the saturable absorber. The optical Stark effect explains the instantaneous decrease of the refractive index during the pump and probe overlap. Band filling effects explain the dynamics of the refractive index during the first few picoseconds. For longer delays the field screening is shown to account well for the measured refractive index dynamics. Using a simple description, the observed sign of the refractive index change can be explained qualitatively. For the specific component investigated and for a 3 pJ pump pulse, the refractive index change, attributed to the band filling, goes from negative to positive when the reverse bias is increased past 5 V. The refractive index change, due to the field screening is seen to go from negative to positive between 1 V and 3 V. This agrees well with the measurements reported in Chapter 5 on the refractive index changes following a reverse bias change.

For 6 V of reverse bias, the refractive index initially increases with the pump pulse energy. However, for pump energies higher than 5 pJ, the refractive index change 2 ps after the pump pulse is reduced with pump power. Continuing to increase the pump energy results in a reduced refractive index. The dynamics is not well understood, but two-photon absorption is shown to be important at these pulse energies and is likely to contribute to the dynamics.

It is argued that for the right bias and pump pulse energy, it is possible to wavelength convert to a negatively chirped pulse. This shows that the saturable absorber can indeed compete with other more complex components, such as the monolithic Mach-Zehnder semiconductor wavelength converter.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

The absorption and refractive index dynamics in InGaAsP waveguide semiconductor electroabsorbers with a MQW active region have been investigated experimentally. The components were made within the SCOOP-programme in collaboration with the company GiGA-An Intel Company. The experimental characterization included basic characterization such as insertion loss, coupling loss on components with different designs. Hereafter, the characteristics of the electroabsorbers, when operated electrically as an electroabsorption modulator, have been investigated with respect to pulse chirp and extinction ratio. Finally, the fast absorption and refractive index dynamics following an optical generation of carriers in the electroabsorber has been characterized.

Coupling losses as low as 0.7 dB per faced have been measured. The waveguide losses have been found to vary from component to component. Values ranging from 5.2 dB/100-µm down to 0.6 dB/100-µm are reported and the large differences are explained by variations in the device processing. The absorption spectra of three components with different quantum well barrier heights have been measured as a function of reverse bias. However, no clear effect of the dependency of the absorption spectra on the barrier height was seen. Operation close to the absorption edge is shown to be advantageous with respect to the extinction ratio. However, the component insertion loss is also increased at this operation point. It is demonstrated that over 7 dB of static extinction ratio is possible from ~1500 nm to ~1575 nm, using a 4 V drive voltage. A low polarization dependent absorption is also demonstrated.

Absorption spectra, calculated by S. Højfeldt (SCOOP/COM), on a shallow well component, are compared to the measured absorption spectra. A good
correspondence is observed and it is concluded that excitonic effects are not important for this structure. The calculations also demonstrate that coupling between quantum wells is important.

A new technique is applied to investigate the ability of the optical modulators to generate pulses of good quality for optical fiber transmission. The technique is based on a heterodyne detection scheme where the amplitude and phase transfer functions of the optical modulator are measured as function of the reverse bias and wavelength. From the measured transfer curves, the full bias dependency of the $\alpha_H$-parameter can easily be calculated. The technique is shown to be very effective and can easily compete with the traditional techniques reported in other literature.

From the amplitude and phase transfer functions, the response of the EAM to a modulation of the reverse bias can be calculated. An example of a fast modulation is a 10 Gb/s NRZ signal measured from a test-set. The calculations provide both the pulse intensity waveform and the pulse chirp and optimum conditions of operation with respect to extinction ratio, insertion loss and chirp. It is concluded, that operation close to the absorption edge is not only advantageous with respect to high extinction ratio, but also with respect to generating low or negatively chirped pulses. Increasing the offset reverse bias also decreases the chirp for a given drive voltage. However, both the operation close to the absorption edge and the increased reverse bias come at the expense of an increased insertion loss. It is demonstrated that describing EAMs with effective $\alpha_H$-parameters is difficult because of the strong dependence of the $\alpha_H$-parameter on the reverse bias. A comparison between a component with 10 shallow wells and a component with 5 deep quantum wells concludes, that the first mentioned is better in terms of extinction ratio and chirp.

From the absorption spectra calculated by S. Højfeldt (SCOOP/COM) the refractive index change is calculated as a function of the reverse bias and wavelength, using the Kramers-Kroenig transformation. The results support the measurements in concluding that the EAMs can generate pulses with high extinction ratio and low or negative chirp, given the right wavelength and reverse bias.

The large signal absorption- and refractive index dynamics in electroabsorbers, operated as saturable absorbers have been investigated. For these investigations a heterodyne pump-probe set-up has been used. The temporal resolution of the measurements were limited by the pump and probe pulse intensity-FWHM equal to 200 fs. The measurements show, that the absorption bleaching and following recovery depend strongly on the input pulse energy and the reverse bias applied to the saturable absorber. For a pulse energy of 3 pJ at the facet, a clear signature of spectral hole burning is observed above 2 V
at 1520 nm, close to the absorption edge at 0 V. Below 2 V, the absorption is observed to increase during the pump and probe temporal overlap. It is argued, that the explanation for the increase in absorption includes a combination of two-photon absorption, the coherent artifact and the spectral artifact.

The absorption bleaching peaks a few picoseconds after the pump and probe pulse overlap. This continued absorption bleaching corresponds well to reported carrier heating and cooling effects. Simulations performed within the SCOOP-programme by S. Højfeldt on similar structures also indicate that field screening by carriers escaped from the quantum wells can result in a delayed peak in the absorption bleaching.

The absorption recovery is observed to be double exponential with two characteristic time constants. The short time constant decreases strongly with reverse bias while the long time constant is less dependent on the reverse bias. The details of the recovery dynamics are not well understood, but include electron and hole escape from the quantum wells, carrier induced field screening, carrier pile-up at the edges of the separate hetero-confinement layer and possibly recapture of carriers into the quantum wells. A 10 ps switching window with a maximum of 9.6 dB is realized using a pulse with 10.6 pJ of energy and reverse biasing the saturable absorber with 6 V. This shows, that saturable absorbers manufactured within the SCOOP-programme can indeed generate very short switching windows for high bit-rate OTDM signal demultiplexing.

Three components with different barrier heights and number of quantum wells are investigated with respect to the absorption recovery. A high barrier, five quantum well saturable absorber shows similar recovery times as a low barrier, ten quantum well device. A medium barrier component with ten quantum wells is shown to have a slower recovery than the low and high barrier components. A proposed explanation based on the carrier escape from the quantum wells and carrier recapture seems reasonable.

The time-resolved refractive index dynamics in the saturable, absorber accompanying optical carrier generation, is also investigated. During the pump and probe pulse overlap, the refractive index is decreased, explained by the optical Stark effect. After the pump and probe pulse overlap, the refractive index dynamics is explained by a combination of band filling and field screening. The band filling is shown to dominate at short delays, while the field screening dominates for longer delays. A simple model explains the observed change of sign of the refractive index change with reverse bias.

The time-resolved refractive index dynamics as a function of pump pulse energy is not well understood. For low pulse energies the refractive index change is proportional to the pulse energy. However, for increased pulse energies the dynamics is nonlinear. For 6 V of reverse bias, the refractive index at 2 ps delay increases initially with pump energy, explained by an increased band filling.
As the pump energy is increased further, the refractive index change decreases again and eventually becomes negative. No saturation of the decrease of the refractive index for high pump energies is observed, even though the absorption change is strongly saturated. Two-photon absorption is shown to be important at these pulse energies and is likely to contribute to the dynamics.

From the refractive index measurements it is demonstrated that wavelength conversion to a negatively chirped pulse is possible, given the right reverse bias and pump energy. This shows, that the electroabsorber can in the all-optical operation scheme, generate negatively chirped pulses, advantageous for optical fiber transmission.

The results presented in this thesis, together with the results reported in other literature show that the electroabsorber is a simple and compact multi-purpose component. The stand-alone characterization of the components reported in this thesis only hints the performance of the electroabsorbers in a full telecommunication system. It would therefore be interesting to investigate how the chirp acquired in wavelength conversion affects the propagation distance. Pump-probe measurements on the saturable absorber at different wavelengths is also of interest. Direct excitation of states energetically above the quantum well could provide more information on the band filling and the field screening contribution to the absorption dynamics. The polarization sensitivity of the electroabsorbers, operated as EAMs or saturable absorbers, is also of interest when applying these components for inline signal processing. The characterization of the polarization dependence of the absorption and phase dynamics in the electroabsorbers can easily be investigated using the heterodyne measurement setup.

Hopefully, some of these investigations will be continued within the SCOOP-programme and thereby provide more insight into the physics of electroabsorbers and the application possibilities of these components within all-optical signal processing.
Appendix A

Different expressions for the $\alpha_H$-parameter

This appendix shortly runs through the calculations resulting in the expression of the $\alpha_H$-parameter as function of the refractive index change and the absorption, or the phase change and intensity change. The main part of the derivations can also be found in Chapter 2 in [59].

The $\alpha_H$-parameter is by definition given as

$$\alpha_H = \frac{\Delta \chi_R}{\Delta \chi_I} \quad (A.1)$$

where $\Delta \chi_R$ and $\Delta \chi_I$ are the change in the real and imaginary part of the medium susceptibility following an external perturbation, respectively [60]. To express the $\alpha_H$-parameter as function of the refractive index ($n$) and material absorption ($\alpha$) the following definitions are used

$$n = \sqrt{\epsilon} = \sqrt{\epsilon_b + \chi_R} \quad (A.2)$$
$$\alpha = \frac{2\pi\nu_0}{cn_b} \chi_I \quad (A.3)$$

where $\epsilon_b$ is the background dielectric constant, $\nu_0$ is the optical carrier frequency, $c$ the speed of light in vacuum and $\nu_b$ is the background refractive index. Since the refractive index change induced by the voltage change is small compared to the background refractive index the following approximation is valid

$$\Delta n \cong \frac{\Delta \chi_R}{2n_b} \quad (A.4)$$
By substitution of equation (A.3) and (A.4) into equation (A.1) the $\alpha_H$-parameter can be expressed as function of the absorption change (equal to the material absorption change) and the refractive index change

$$\alpha_H = \frac{4\pi \nu_0}{c} \frac{\Delta n}{\Delta \alpha} \quad (A.5)$$

The $\alpha_H$-parameter can also be expressed directly from the transmission ($\Delta I$) and phase change ($\Delta \phi$) experienced by the optical field travelling through the material. From equation (A.4) the change in the real part of the susceptibility expressed as function of the phase change

$$\Delta \chi_R = \frac{2cn_b \Delta \phi}{2\pi \nu_0 l} \quad (A.6)$$

with the phase change being defined as

$$\Delta \phi(t) = \frac{2\pi \nu_0 l}{c} \Delta n(t) \quad (A.7)$$

where $l$ is the propagation length. Using the following equality for the intensity transmission change and the absorption change

$$I = I_0 e^{-\alpha l} \rightarrow \Delta \alpha = -\Delta(\ln(I/I_0))/l = -\Delta(\ln(I))/l \quad (A.8)$$

where $I_0$ is the input intensity and $I_0$ is the output intensity after transmission through the material, the imaginary part of the susceptibility can be written as

$$\Delta \chi_I = -\frac{cn_b \Delta(\ln(I/I_0))}{2\pi \nu_0 l} \quad (A.9)$$

Finally, the $\alpha_H$-parameter can be expressed from equation (A.1), (A.6) and (A.9) as

$$\alpha_H = -\frac{2\Delta \phi}{\Delta(\ln(I))} \quad (A.10)$$
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